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The objective of this study is to provide some relevant
information on containerization to businessmen in international
trade and to those who pursue further study on more specialized
aspects of containerization. We obtained our information by
conducting library research, observations, and personal inter-
views in several containerized terminals in Hong Kong.
In this study, we find that containerized shipping compan-
ies are able to have the advantages of operationing at a lower
total cost per cubic foot, being on schedule, and being less
affected by labour cost increases. Shippers and consignees
are also able to receive benefits from the flexibility in freight
rate, reduction in pilferage, and savings from shorter transit
time, insurance, easy packing and storage expenses. Despite
the benefits, Hong Kong, in the development of containerization,
has been facing with many problems. They are problems in barge
and lighter industry, traffics, container shortage, labour and
manpower management, container insurance, and documentation and
banking.
We conclude by suggesting that, in coping with the above
problems, shipping companies computerize for documentation and
equipment control, use large ships to lower the total cost,
introduce fair labour practices by early retirement and pertinent
training, diversify the purchase or lease of containers to ensure
reliable supplies of containers. We also suggest that the
4
government appropriate more Crown land for more modern ware-
houses, initiate raods and rail construction, build and reconst-
ruct factories for parking trailers, provide more common-user
terminals for small shipping companies, and finally conduct
more researchs by the Marine Department for future improvement
of cargo handling techniques and management methods.
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1.1 Purpose of study
In recent years, rapidly changing technology has
made Hong Kong shipping step into a new era of container-
ization. There have bcen a great many changes taking piace
in the Colony. Even though conventional ocean vessels are
still seen;gigantic containerized vessels with decks of
containers are no longer new to most of the oeople of the
city. Container terminals were constructes in several parts
of rhe ocean treight transport sercices. Thenumber of
trailers moving on raods between the crowded industerial
districts and the container terinals is increasing daily.
At the end of 1973,it was estimayed that more than 90 per
cent of the Colony's European trade is containerizad (55,
November 28.1973).More than 70 per cent of Hong Kong's
U.S. trade and less than 50 per cnet of Hong Kong's Aust-
ealia teadde are containerized (55,November 23,1973).It
is obvious that in the near future this new oceam fright
transport service-- container shipping, will gradually
repiace the conventional service here in Hong Kong as wwell
as in other parts of the world. Actually, containerization
is very important is the history of both Hong Kong inyer-
national trde and shipping.1
1A detailed accountof the importanceof contaierization to the
economy of Hong Kong will be mentioned in next chapter
2In foreign countries like the United States and Britain,
where the concept of containerizatiom was introduced, research
is conducted form time to time give some insight into possible
imprcement on the reduction of labour cost and higher cfficiency
of shipping, in geberal. The mainspring of the research is that
the application of tochnological operations is restricted by
the different environments of each country or port, and varies
according to the special probiens they face. In Hong Kong,
results of a study of the current shipping operation, therfore
could be ecprcted to devate to a certian extent form the con-
ventional method.Moreover, the impact of containerization on
Hong Kong could also be rxpected to deviate to somr degree form
its impact on other poets. It is form this viewpoins thst we
intend to study the development of containerization and the
operation of selccted shipping companics, and to ovalnate the
singnificance and poroblems that containerization has created in
Hong Kong .
It is hoped that this study amy provide some relevant
information on container shipping which may be helpful to busin-
essmen in international trade, and furthermore that it may serve
as a basis for further syudy on more specialzed aspects of
containerization
1.2 Interpretation of Terms
"Containerization" means a through-transportation system--
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absolutely intermodal throughout the various means of tran-
sport by sea, rail, road and soon by air by a big box
adlled a container.
A"container" is esssentially a box of standard dimensions
8 fort (2.44 metres) wide, 8 feet (2.44 metres) or 8 feet 6
inshes (2.50 metres) high and of four standard lengths to
choice. In practice the usual models are 20 feet (6.1metres)
long with a maximum gross wegiht of 20 long tons (20,320 kg)
or40 frrt long (12,192 metres) with a maximum gross weight
of 3 longtons(3.480kg)."Contaiership"meansa lift-on-lifoff or cellukar
contaimership with a special structure which permists containers
to be placed into, and taken form the ship by cerical movoment
through guides forming, basically, cells.
“Conventional ship" means a break bulk cargo liner with
conventional derricks installed in the ship for loading and
and discharge purposes.
For terms whichmaybe unfamiliar to the readr, a




ization in Hong Kong and to have a solid theoretical background
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For fature interviews with Managers and senior stoff of
some shipping companies we conduced library research. Our
research involved statistics, books, newspapers and journals
dealing with the economics of transportation, cargo handling,
international trade, marino insurance and laws. We carried
out our research in the libraries of the Chinese University
of Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Management Issociation and the
City Hall Urban Council Library.
1.3.2 Observations
Preliminary observations were nado in verious terminals
and in the harbour before we began to receive the orientation
offered by both the Hong Kong Export Lines Ltd. end Cealend
Orient Ltd. These two companies were selected hainly becaus
Hong Kong Export Lines Ltd. does not have a terminal of
its own, while sealand Orient Ltd. does, 2) they have different
operational systern: Hong Kong Export Limes Ltd. cuploys
the transtainer storage system and Sealand the Chassis system,
3) Hong Kong Export Lines Ltd. is a Chinese-owned Company
while Sealand Orient Ltd. is an American-owned company, and
4) both are large companies.
We spent four observation days in the terminal of
orient overseas Container Line Ltd. in Hong Kong and Whanpoa
Dock, Later, we made observations for three weeks in Sealan's
terminal at Kwai Chung. During these terminal observations
wfi were abIe to observe the operational process, to watch
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kit or tli o orientations, we were able to talk with the
staff of several departments of Horn; Hong Export Lines, Ltd.
for more than ten hours during non-office hours. Owners of
h
barges and lighters were also interviewed in Taikokshuiv.1
A
about the effects on their business from the introduction of
container shipping la this way, valuable information wasJ- A
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he do regret that it was impossible to obtain cost information
from the companies, as this information was considered con¬
fidential when the competition in the shipping industry vas
ke en.
1.4 Scone and Limitation of the otiuly
1 .4-1 n n rm f
In addition to the development of containerisation,
which is the theme of the study, we also examine the current
shinwin? operation in selected companies, the significanceJ-. k— «. A. »
and problems of containerization, and suggestions. In the
wart on shinning operation, assuming that readers are familiar
vith conventional shipping operation, we shall concentrate
on container cargo handling, its stowage, doucment flows,
vTrr»ol Aiioi n v A ir A p a1 c arlnl T r. Cx -f r T u -I- 1 cx olnC ur rsr
s i f;ni c anc e and prod I ens, we shall present our obsorvati 011
analysing the tangible and in.tnu.ji Die impact on several
rclv.ld xwvtles, industries, or the environment. Finally
vv e ch a 11 cone 1 u d e by offering or. r s u y g estio n s .
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This study is restricted to the examination of the
operations of two companies, especially the operation of
,1o•:•; 1 and Crie::t I.td . ;ven 111ouah the choice o 1 companies
is not arbitrary, it still raises doubts as to the represent
atativeness ior drawing a whole and yeneral picture of con-vj w-'
tainerized operation in I2ou0 honj. Furthermore, v;e shall
mainly 'describe the maj or operations of the marine and
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Data relating to the development of containerization
are lacking; therefore it is possible that certain facts
and events which nay have been relevant to our study areK
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Data relating to the cost structure of the companies
are lac kin-: due to the unwil I in wis ss of the companies tov—
disclose then. fe are therefore forced to analyse with
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observations and interviews With the stair and. manager
concerned. However, at times we are bold enough to make
assumptions on cost analysis.
82.0 BACKGROUND
2.1 The Dyngmic Eelationship of Foreign Trade and Ocean
Shipping in Hong Kong
The growth of Hong Kong's eeonomy, to a great extent,
is cleaxly related to the devclojpwent of ocean shipping.
Prior to World. War II Hong Kong wars famous for being
an entrepot, for South Chinas The main contributions to
the cvolution. of the entrepot role were its central location
and. good harbour, the availability of a cheap and. large
labour force, essential but efficient operations of batik.
ing, shipping, insurance and. warehousing under the colonial
governmentwhich dedicated itself to the consistent prin-
ciple of laissez faire (G). As early as 1845, the shipping
and repair facilities began to Uouxish. But the first
regular shipping service fre Western Europe to India and
the Far East was offered by the Peninsula and Oriental
Steam navigation Co., which, t.n 1844 accepted an additional
government subsidy for mail carriage between Suez and Hong
Kong (6), Later, a steam service was initiated between
Ceylon and Hong Kong, and finally in 1850, the service was
extended to Shanghai.
In those days, the contribution of these early shippilng
9
services to the properity of Hong Kong was shown in the
transport of opium and treasures up the China Coast, Not
until 1845 did its position of entrepot centre began to
establish itsglf. There were several reasons why Hong Kong's
legitimate trade was handictappeci. At first, in the iveaty of
Nanking, Ching was foreed to open five ports to which the
import trade with Malay and Southeast Asia was directed.
Seconds Hong Kong was plagued. by piacy along the China Sea
coast, which was a meuance to coastal. shipping. Third, Canton,
at the time, was regarded as a more desirable commerical centre
then Hong Kong. Many c ounoditi es, which-were directly shipped
to Conton, were difficult to market in ilong Kong (6).
After 1880, the number of ocean-going vessels and their
tonnage beghn inerensinfg rapidly. Ey 1884, the number of
ocean.a-doing vessels amplified five times the number of vessels
in 1850, and the tonnage reached a new height of over two
million tons (16) This in increase n shipping move ent was
mainly due to the following reasons:
(1) People had a,b.Lgh level of confidence in the
future of the Colony cecause the British Colonial
Government meant political stability and efficient
administration is contrast to the confused, corrupted
and disturbed situation in Mainland China (18),
(2) That the opium trade was legalized meant a more
rapid increase in shipping services between China
and Hong Kong.
10
(3)An influx of immigrautg into the Colony stim
uiated the internal. trade of Hong Kong.
(4)Hong Kong bugan to develop as an entrepot trade
centre in ordcr to serve the specific needs of
Chinese emigrant commlimities in Australia,
Amerioa and Southeast Asia(19)
(5) More ports opened in Japan, China, and Thailand
so that the shipping services were more inten-
sified and the trade increased (19).
Despite the customs blockade which limited the
growth of the opium trade, the signing of the Treaty of
TientsiL in 1858, and the convention of During in 1860,
half of the export of Britain to China went through Hong
Kong, and Hong Kong obtained 21 per cent by value of
China's total export trade, and 37 per cent of import
trade (6). In 1900, long distance and coastal shipping
serviccs were established, and the enrepot trade on
behalf of China flourished. Exhibit 1.1 and 1.2 shows
the evidence of the expansion of entrepot trade and
shipping movements.
Around 1913, Hong Kong was greatly offtacted
by a decline in trade by the initial industralisation
II 7 v ' IixlllDili A. I
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in China, and the entrepot services reached a turning peint
when Hong Keng was subjcct to the changes on the world scene
and of international policy. In 1918, due to the outbreak
of the World shipping movements and f or. sign tradle were
grently reduced. During the Wer, China's direct export to
Groat Dritain dwindled, and Great Britain's exports in textile
goods to china declined
After the overthrow of the chling Dynasty in 1911 im
china, there was a strong cffort to modify the monpolistic
position of foreiguer in trwe, the bim of the dbxike and
boycott in 1925-26, was to embargo British goods and services,
end showed the chinese anti-forreign feeling, especially toward
Britain. Thus Hong Kong's tradc and shipping movement were
greatly hampered, becauc they were completoly dopendent the
smooth furctioning of the transportation system, At the very
beginning of the 1920's, there was not much pogress in tradc
and shipping movements. In 1925,which was the worst ycar in the
shipping history of Hong Eong ,normal trades were so greatly
affected that there were a number of vessels anchored or secured
idle in the harbour for more than two months. In the 1930s, sincc
the frec movement of shipping along south china coast, and the
dependcncc ol its well-being on the tradc with china-Hong
14
Kong as a major entrepot for South China was affected by
the incapacility of the National Government to have
better internal political control over local weariords..
Moreover, at the beginning of 1930's, the world was
surf eei-Iinng from a great economic depressiono Nationalism
and protectionism prevailed over the world. Hong Kong s
usual position as a free port made it predominantly a
shipping and commerical centre In those days, only ind-
ustrie3 closely related with shipping flourished. in 1935,
Hong Hong fong felt, somewhat of a depression due to receiving
a tariff barrier from China. The percentage of China's imports
from Hong Kong decreased from 5.8 in 1932 to 1,8 in 1930'.
There as also a simultaneous decline in both the percentage
of British shipping vessels vessels and -Britain river
steamers entering and clearing. The decrease in river steamers
was even hinger Thus the position. s eni repot wit'. China
was drastically declining. Yet the trade of Hong Koi g with
other countries such as Japan, America, Malaya, and Thailand
increased.
In 1937, the Sino-Japanese War broke out. Since the
imports and exports of China had t c go through Hong KAng,
the Colony's position as an entrepot for South China was
again firmly established. This was accompanied by a
simultaleoua increase in shipping movements.
Via totes. trade and tonnage of cargo carried by vesselw
began
to decline £rc rise starting in. 1936
The decline of trade, vas-dun. to the world econoIi c depression,
and its increase was only a result of the stabilized posit-
ion of hTIong Kong a,* an important entrepot for , uther sia,
especially for China,
To face this changing role or function in foreign trade,
a parallel evolution in the -s ipping services :z s ,tecessary
to make it an important shipping centre as ttel.l as a port
of call e Before WWWorl'. War II, long distance and coastal
shipping services had been available. According to Baruch
Boxer (6), five routes were providei:
(1) To North and South America
(2) To Europe
o st alia1-4 T A ricer India5 nd Ru
(4) To near Seas
(5) To South China coast
Soon after.' World -the f orei f -track recoYv to
gradually and II ong Kong revived its old trading activities.
Since external trade and shipping were closely related,
shipping movements, in effect, increased too. However, this
external trade was characterized by a drastic declir.te in post
15
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ware trade between China and Hong Kong, but in a tremendous
increase in trade between the U.S.A. and Hong Kong. Trade
With China, which contributed 40 per cent of Hong Kong's
external trade before World war II, decreased to 27 per cent
after the Ware
This serious decrease was mainly a result of political
instability, rapid devaluation of money, strict foreign exchange,
and export embargo to China imposed by the United Nations over
the past decades. Furthermore, Great Britain's productivity
was vitiated during the war, and of course imports to Hong
Nrn' were comoarativel.y reduced. the percentage of Hong Kong's
imports from the U.S.A. soared substantially, from 2 per cent
to 10 per cent.
From 1947 to 1950, cargo was abundant in shipping services,
and total teade was relatively in an upswwring.
However, after the boom in foreign trade and shipping
in 1950, sitution was reversed iu the following years. Trom
1952 to 1955, total trade dropped, with the number of ocean-
going vessels dwindling, and. the tonnage cf cargo carried by
ocean-going vessels once dropping to a minimum point in 19530
During these years, Hong Kong began to industrialize, At
the close of the 1950' s, following the rampant total trade
s'imulated by the development of industries, shipping movements
increased simultaneously.
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In 1960, despite the declining position of entrepot,
there was further expansion of total trade as a result of
rapid growth in industries and msrket penetration. Domestic
expoxts triplod and cargo loaded on ocean-going vessels
increased by 50 per cent. Since 1960, there has been a
steady growth in Hong Kong's exports to the United states.
The united stotos boonme Hong Kong'sbiggest customer. on
the import side, Hong Kong people still relied heavily on
china's imports, which consisited mainly of fbodstuffs and
consumer goods. In 1968, Japan overtook china in import
trade and became Hong Kong's biggst suppliex.
with respcct to occan shipping, the number of ocean-
going vesels had been increasing at a rate of about 2.5 per
cent and the tonnage of cargo carried, to 50 per cent during
the19601's ,even though there was a decline in shipping
movements in 1967majnly due to the distuxbances which
hampered Hong Kong's external trade and shipping.
As a small gity, after some twenty years of offorts,
Hong Kong is outstanding for this rapid development i nexprt
and import trade, especially in products of industries which
mass-produce and distribute to hundreds of countries in the
world. This miracle not only provided chances for cmployment
in Hong Kong but paralysei many developed and developing
countries with fear too. Iu 1970-72, external trade in Hong
18
Kong was extremely active. Hong Kong, at that time, became
one of most important cities in the world.
In 1972 the growth began to slow down. The rise of
labour costs and the inevitable high raused a rise in
production costs. The death of the wig industry, the rest-
riction of the export of textilc commodities by western coun-
tries imposing quotas, the world economic recession of business,
the instability of the monetary system, the renaissance of
protectionism and keen market compotition with Taiwan and
Korea hampered the rise in growth of external trage. Yet
there was still an increase, with total trade amounting to
over 40,000 million in 1972.
At the turn of 1973 the world was facing international
inflation, and most of all, the eminent danger of energy
shortage. Inflation in Hong Kong at this time was inevitably
high, and the Government was( and still is) trying to cope
with the madly coaring prices which could lead Hong Kong to
a tragedy in both internal and external trade. However, even
taking the rising prices into consideration, Hong Kong's
overall trade has continued to advance strongly in value
in the first ten months of 1973. In re-export, there was
also recorded an exciting grcwth of 30 per cent: because of
the cancellation of import restrictons on China's unstrategic
commodities to the United States, the United Statos' prop-
19
esal of impaoving relations with China, and Chopa's intenrion
to buila better relabions wtth the outside world, eopeecielly
with the Unired States of America.
20
2.2 Shipping and Economic Growth
According to Boxer, " Hong Kong's economic development
has depended primarily oD ites marine part."(5). Although
in Szczepsnik's analysis of the economic growth of Hong Mong,
the specific role of ocean trans portLtio was not considered
(46), yet the availability of an efficent inter-regional
transportation system will allow for regional specialization
(5). Moreover, Boxer concluded from his research that " since
there were no significant secular trends in the volume and
variety of cocan shipping serving the Colony, the availability
of well-developed ocean shipping services contributed to the
success of the Colony's industrial expansion without spec
ificaily determining its rate or direction of growth(5).
From the previous review of the evaluatioa of ocean
shipping in Hong Kong, though thirteen years after the study
of Mr. Boxer, it is evident that shipping movanent still plays
a significant role in the econeny of HJong Kong.
First, Hong Kong's rapid industrialization has been
greatly expedited by its inf ra-structures in which the shipping
system plays an important role. Hong Kong has no natural
resources or raw materials for production, so most raw materials,
equipment and machinery have to be imported from Japans, the
United Kingdom, and other advanced countries, Since Hong Ko ,.`r
is a small place, it also depends on the world market for its
industrial products, not its home markets Since 1969, rising
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wages in advancad countrics have created an even greater
demand for Hong Kong products. Thus no one can fail to
realize the dependence of Hong Kong's fereign trade on ocean
shipping services, when Hong Kong must have an abundant
amount of both imports and exports if it wishes to survibe.
Although ocean transport services are not productive of
final utilities provided , they contribute time and place
utilities in the form utilities provided to the tangible
goods industries in Hong Kong. The demand for such services
is a derived demand. Hence, increased imports and exports,
which mean a higher domand for shipping services. will quicken
the rate of economic growth of the Colony. Without these
services, economic growth will surely be handicapped.
Second, the changing foreign policy of Communist China,
resulting in a better and more encouraging international scene
has re-established the importance of Hong Kong' s position
as an entrepot. As mentioned above, there has beon a rapid
growth of exports from China to the United States. hence,the
United States jumped from fifteenth position to the fourth
place on the list of Kong Kong's principal countries of re-
exports, and China is in the second position.
Shipping services are indispansable to an entrepot. In
future years, ocean shipping in Hong Hong is expected to
experience further expansion when China and the outside world
are on better terms Since Canton, once an important comm«
erical centre, is not a desirable port ior large ocean-going
vessels, and Fool:ehof is in an awkward location between Main¬
land China and Taiwan along the South Sea coast, Kong Kong
seems the best spot on the map for the transhipment of goods
Furthermore, the decline in the significance of China1s hihter
land still exists, as several ports of China now re-open
China needs much time and technology to re-build an advanced
ocean transportation system Many shipping companies represen
%
ing vai-ious nationalities have been established and investing
a large amoung of capital in building shipping terminals becan
they regard Hong Kong as the headquarters of Far East shipping
providing long distance routes from eastern and western Europe
for the transhipment of ifuel and water as well as feeder
Finally, in Hong Kong nearly all commercial cargo is
carried by ocean-goxng vessels Air transportation, despite
its recent rapid development in cargo handling, is regarded as
an expensive means of transportation in case of emergency0
Besides the difficulties of land transportation to Mainland
China, land transportation to other countries seems impossible
This is mainly because roads and railways are only available as
an outlet to Mainland China through Man Kam To and .sham Chun
respectively Hence, sea transportation remains a comparatively
. T --V -1 J(? 4 1% 1 »v. o VA w r A Vk r 'i r.' V V tli A -P a -i n- a
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countries, esuecially when larger ocean-going vessels have
resulted in cheaper freight rates and higher carrying
capztcites. Prior to 1968, the percentage of commerical
cargo carried ocean-going vessels was, under 80 per cent (26).
But in 1972 and the first 9 months of 1973, 83.6 and 84.3
per cent of commercial cargo is carried by ocean-going vessels
respectively.1 Further advancements in technology will push
both the tonnage and percentage of commereial cargo carried
by ocean-going vessels to a new height in the near future.
Hong Kong is shipping and shipping, Hong Kong. This old
saying is still suitable to a great extent for the present
Hong Kong.
2.3 Role of Containerization in Hong Kong
In the past decade, the current trend of world shipping
and transportation has been omtensively focused on cargo
handling, and the provision of revolutionary shipping services.
The main purpose of shipping is to provide the highest
efficiency and the lowest expenditure to transport products
(or goods) from one palace to another so that the products can
he marketed. Up to the present, a perfectly structured container
has been the best means to achieve this goal, because the use
of container, no matter what size or pattern, can satisfy the
1See Exhibit 1.3.
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the domand of shippers and consignces and represonts hiher
flexibility, interchangeability, efficiency and lower cost.
Hong Kong wa "ripe" for the adoption of container
shipping in Hong Kong. First, since the rapid development
in 1966, the comparatively high operational efficiency and
Iow cost have resulted in heavy orders for containerships.
Exhibit 1.4 shows the world container fleet on order, which
reached over 200 at the beginning of 1971. The world tonnage
in containerships also reached 4,233,439 deadweight tons
(43, 14th Jan, 72), and the beginning of 1974, there will
be 203 containerships in various shipping lines (43,14th Jan.,72).
In 1975, is estimated that the world tonnage of containerships
will be 4,500,000 deadweight tons, contribuing 39 per cent
of the world trade (43, 14th Jan., 72).
Exhibit 1.5 shows the estimated tonnage available world-
wide by containerships in 1974. It is convincing evidence
that the North Altantic coute, the U.S.A-Japan route,and
the Europe-Japan route, of which Hong Kong is the Far East
terminal headquarters, will be keenly competed for y shipping
companies, because there appears to he a shortage of demand
over the available tonnage by containerships, despite the
rampant imerease in international trade. Moreover, when
container vessels are able to carry four to six times as much
cargo as conventional ships, and consignees in Hong Kong are
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Exhihit 1.B
WORLD CONTAINERSHIPS ON ORDER AT
THE END OF 1971
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Source : Sing Tao Yat Po, Jan. 14, 1972.
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educated to believe that containershipping is comparatively
safer, cheaper and faster, conventional ships are gradually
being driven out of shipping services.
sooond,Japan was the container terminal headqnarters
for cango relay for the Far East long before Hong Kong had a
codtainer terrlinal of her own. In recent years, despite her
emergcncc as a superstato in the wold,Japan has lost its
odvantage in containershipping because of tale soaring price
level. Ilong Kong labour costs are comparatively low,
and more jmportant,workers are industrious and hard--working,
showing from time to time the virtues of the Chinese. They
are also willing to work overtime and on holidays such as
Christmas Eastor and New Year, etc. Hence vessel scheduling
can be 12 pore Floxible and easier. There Is no need for ships
to secure to buoys waiting for one or two days in the harbour
for loading and discharging cargo, to slow Clown the speed so
chat ships will arrive late at the schduled port,or to call
are still. available until ±e holidays are over. Besides,
Hong Kong is desirable foxher simple and good employment
relations between management and workers, low bargaining
power of unions, less labour unrest, low taxes, and minimum
intervention of Government. All these make Iron Kong more
ouitable to be the headquarters of containershipping in the
Far East.
at the nearest port in the neighbouring area where servics
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Third, the trend of containerization has made many
ports in the world convert to contaiperinerized porys:
According to the American Association of port
Authorities. spme 250 ports operate and handlc
containers in some aspact. The divide this
total into the following zones:
In Northe America 50-plus ports
In Afrlca 48 ports
In Hurope 48 ports
In Near East 10 ports
In Oceania 13 ports
In Far East 21 ports
In Central American
Caribbcan 28 ports
In South America 22 ports(51)
In the Far East, Japan has taken the lead in container
shipping (which is reusonable sinply by virtue of its economy),
even though Japan is blamed for its slowness in taking the
plungo into coatainerization since the costs of handling cargo
in Japanese ports remaincd relatively low.1 The influence of
Japan's activity upon Hong kong is obvious and inescapable.
Hong Kong has no other choice but to make the necessary change
so that the position of an entrepot as well as a comaerical
centre can be maintained. Without converting to a containerized
port, Hong Kong will become a port of call by conventional vessels
only, or by small-sized container vessels, which provide feeder
services. As a result, Hong Kong traders, competing in idont-
ical world markets as thei Japancse neighbours, will probably
lose the competitive demand from their customers.
1A detail account can be found in (44,October 18,71).
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2.4 The Development of containerization in Hong Kong
2.4.1 The Early World-wide Development of containershipping
No one will fail to realize that the implementation of
containers in shipping industry is no linger new to Hong kong;
yet what many people do not rclaize is that this technique
for handling large conainerized cargo dates back almost two*
thousand yeare, to when wild beasts were transported in cages
from Africa to Rome. when the cages were placed upon and
fixed to carts with wbeels, the possibility of this kind of
intermodal transportation was created.
In 1952, this kind of cargo handling method was redis--
coverod (55,dcc.3,70). consequently during the rest of
the 1950s, a great deal of money and effort were spont on
researching thc problems. In 1956,initiating a new route
between the cast of America and puerto pico, Pan Atlantic
steamship company, the predecessor of the present sealand
service lne., broke away from theconventional syster. of cargo
handling by installing calls in six c-3 freighters and install-
ing a huge crane aboard ship to load and unload contaiers 8
feet square, 35feet long,weighing 25tons. The containers
were strongly built with specific structure reinforcing to
allow stacking them four bigh.Aspecial device attached to
the crane lifted them by the four top corners (12,56,48).
This type of conversion of conventional ships was rapidly
by latZo1 ,avig and Grace LifeS m I ar•ly
in 1958 sa tson, operating be wecn the Etas t Cc Est of the
United S fates and. Honolulu, inquired into Pa•ceco Co.. - y
utilising ship-to-shore container crane. HHencc, a r ajor con-
tainer op-Oration using cquipmen-f designed especially for hand-
in containerized cargo- was inaugurated when Paceco introduced
the distinctive A.-f .rau:e, D. C. adjustable voltage por• tai.ner
which was installed in Alam::t da, California( 41). atson,
differing from Sealand, used 8 i eet square, 24 feet long, 22--
ton containers, together with specially designed corner f
devices lifting seam and cargo-lashing hea dVare.
In 1960, a third *U.S,, carrier, Grace Lines, employing 17-foot
containers, started nerving the Last Coast ports and !die 'lest
Coast of South America despite labour resistance aid •. soeia ted
politics in Venezuela (12)o Grace Lines used containers 8 feet
20 ton with a third type of lifting and
cquarc 7.7 feet long
For slige, it seemed there was interest in roll-in-
roll-off coutainerships, In Europe, there was a s ur den increase
in privately operated role.-on-roll-o. scx ices provi.dedd, particularly bet%w-eenthe 'rJ,K. and the Continent (12). iIovv ever,
due to the., disadvantage of providing cubic capacity to carry
wheeled trailers, many lines were forced to abandon hopes of
adopting the roll-on-roll--off and to switch to the lift-on-olift






Later in March i960, the United States Lines started
a new route serving between North America and Western Europe
by container ships (Wring to the fervent welcome by shippers .
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President Lines appropriated half of its semi—containerships
to the Pacific-Japan route„ In the following years, cortainc:
ships operating on the pacific—Japan route extended gradually
to TTor-rr T'ona and Taiwan f 12) -
Throughout Europe, revolution in containerization had'.n jt
been taking place since 1966e In England, after the publicat¬
ion of the two Mckinsey Reports in 1966 and 1967, which tried
. to investigate the significance and trade-offs of container—
_IJLJ i i 0 i.-•..0e cCi.-ij.ywir o s, 0v J~ Jv» Coa Ctm.nAnuS uoij j
and Associated Container Transportation Co (ACT), were
inauguarated in September, 1966e A huge plan on through
transportation was then madec The final port of Greenwich
along River Clyde finally began operations in 1969 after two
years of construction In the Netherlands and West Germany,
containership berths were completed in October 1906 (56) In
Ear East Asia, Japan was the iirst country to adopt container-
shipping even though it was blamed by OCL for its reluctance
to switch from conventional shipping, Japan began to construct
containership berths in Kobe, Tokyo and Tohohama in 1967, and
was scheduled to build twentyEnine containerships for the four
routes between Japan and the west coast of America, the east
coast 01 America, Europe, Australia, Ly 1971, twenty full
containerships of a total 368,000 deadweight tons had been compl¬
eted and containership berths had been constructed in the
ports of Tokyo, Yokohama, Osaha, Kobe and Nagoya (56).
:
In Taiwan, the two ports, Keelung and Kaohsiung, began
the work of reconstructing berths and installing containerized
facilities in I960, The temporarily containerized berth in
Keelung was in operation in April of 1970, but the permanent
one began operation only at the beginning of 1971, In Kaohsiun;
vtptp ptTrD x 1 fih7 p i n Tn-r 1 :)70 ( Fn _
Parallelling the development in shipping, the rail and
highway trucking industries developed their own containerization
systems, Coupled with the development of the inland shipping
containerization system, Caere arose the problem of the stand-
ardization of containers and the related devices of hardware,
especially the interchangeability of containers beuween ocean
shipping and inland shipping. Finally in 1965, the external
dimensions of .the containers were standardized and adopted
tentatively bv the Tnternational Organization for StandardizationV —5
(ISO); yet the internal ones did not (8), Later, two working
groups of the ISO Technical Committee for Freight Containers
proposed internal dimensions for General Purpose Containers,
These dimensions were subject to the ratification of the parent
committee. To set up a procedure for manufacturing standards,
the American Bureau of Shipping also published a guide for the
certification of dry cargo containers, whereas Lloyds Register
of Shipping began to issue certificates to certify containers
built by factories in accordance with the requirements for the
construction of Freight Containers imposed by the ISO (47),
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2. 4. 2 The Development of Containerization in Hong Kong
At this point in the era of containerized shipping,
Hong Kong was only in an infant satge. Befor 1966, people
in the shipping industry seldom knew about containerized
shipping nor did they pay much attention to this modern
technique of commerical cargo handling. At the turn of
1965, there began an apparent invasion of containers to
Hong Kong wharves. In the middle of 1966, it was reported
that Holt' s wharf was handling an average of six small cont-
ainers per month, where as they could handle containers up to
twenty. North Point Wharves indicated that, being a local
agent of a container leasing company, they stocked about 200
small containers at all times, and also handled between 100
to 200 containers monthly. For the Hong Kong and Kowloon
Wharf& Godown Co., Ltd., they had on occassion handled up to
400 20- foot containers. In those days the normal practice for
handling containers was for the ship to dock at the wharf in
such a way that mobile crane was able to pick up the container
and place it in a position convenient to the wharf and godown.
Because the number of containers handled normally could not
be more than 20 per vessel, and containers were usually under
20- foot in size, the problem of handling these containers with
existing equipment was not vey acute. Hence, of all the
wharves, only the Hong Kong and Kowloon Wharf& Godown co., Lid,.
and the Holts Wharf intended to switch to pure container
handling with specially desigened equipement( 39, 42).
tAt the same time, shipowners serving the Far East were
carrying out private investigations into the design and
feasibility of full containerships to operate between the U,S«.
and countries in Western Europe and Australia,
In June 19663 a report evaluating the impact of contain-
erization on the need for port facilities in the U»K was publish¬
ed officially. Being a Colony of Great Britain? Hong Kong was
stimulated and became aware of the sophisticated concept of
contairierizaiiciu ;0n July 12, 1966, the Container Committee
was appointed by the Governor with the objective
, to consider the implications for Hong Kong's
trade find industry to the recent rapid world-wide
development of container transportation services,
a iia ~L o fojcih c o c onii'2c i».d.ax i oii h on L he need for suitabl
container handling facilities for the port of Hong
Kong and the method of their provision (39),
The Committee consists of thirteen members representing
several departments of the Government and some interested shin-
ping wharf and godorm companies.
After eight meetings in December 1966, the Committee,
based on the report of the Terminal sub-committee, recommended
to 'the Government:
,,,,(1) that 105 acres of unreclaimed seabed including
20 acres for expansion or associated storage facilities,
should be reserved for a container terminal in Kwai Chung,
(2) that the container terminal which consisted of 4
berths was to be constructed in throe stages,
(3) that the entire development of the container term¬
inal should be left in the hands of private enterprise
by a tender system or the government should join with a
consortium in a joint venture,
(4) that the area, in Kwai Chung should be strictly
restricted to the use of constructing a container terminal,
(5) that the first stage of reclamation comprising
some 58 acres of seabed should be available not later
than May 1967 (44)
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When the Government was considering the proposal of the
Committeeearly in 1967 , the Hong Kong and Kowloon Wharf and
Godown Co . , Ltd . pit forward a proposal for a containerterminal
at Tsim Sha Tsai . The company wished to adapt the existing
wharf with the provision of a stacking yard of six acres in
the first phase to reclaim seventeen acres of seabed provid -
ing quay berths , open paved stack yards , a container freight
station , and the necessary and essential facilities in the second
phase , and the developmentof the initially reclaimed area to
give a further twelve acres of paved stacking area : and finally
a quay wall berthingof a total of 3 , 200 feet ( 39 ) .
In 1967 , in response to the proposal made by the Hong Kong
& KowloonWharf & GodownCo . , Ltd . togetherwith some British ,
American and Japanese shipowners , the Committee made the second
report making comments on the proposal of the Hong Kong & Rowloon
Wharf & Godown Co . , Ltd . and the methodsof finance in the
devalopment project of the new Kwai Chung Container Torminal .
During 1968 , two reports on the current developmentsin
the containerfield were submitted( 1 , 1968 ) . But the game
of " hide and seek " between Governmentand private enterprise
continued , and it was not until September1968 , that the Governor -
in - Conncil , realising that Hong Kong had fallen far behind in
the developmentof containerizationn Far East Ports , ordered
an engincering study of the proposed container torminal develop -
ment at Kwai Chung be undertaken. The main purpose of this
study was to reduce the time of producing container facilities
for containershipsand to investigate whether the plan proposed
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by the Committee in 1969 was feasible ( 1, 1968).
Later, North Point Wharves Ltd., following the example
of the Hong Kong & Kowioon Wharf & Godown Company, put forwerd
proposale to establish a fully equipped containership berth by June
1970. The profposal of limited development was dependent upon
the availability of land in Kowloon and was then under the
study of the appropriate Government departments.
In May 1969 the Public Works Department (PWD) reported
that the site at Krai Chung was suitable, and recommended that
the construction of the container terminal be carried out in
three stages at a total cost of approximately 253 million dollors
(17). These four berths at Kwai Chung, which had a total area of
125 acres, with an additional area of 4,000 square feet in front
of the terminal, would. allow 950-foot containerships to use it.
The report also suggested tLat the Government encourage private
enterprises to operate these berths, but that no monopolistic
oparation by one many be allowed (17).
While the Government was hesitant about the huge investiuant.
in the teuainal shipping lines continued to study the cargoes,
the demand for containers and the future growth patteru.
At the beginning of 1969, there was an encouraging report
that the total. number of containers handled by the bug Kong
Kowloon Wharf & Godown co., Ltd., the North Point Wharves Ltd, and
the Hong Fong & Whampoa Dock co., Ltd. had increased to nearly 90,00O
during 1968 (2). Obviously the number of containers that the three
companies were able to handle with their existing facilitiesj.
had already reached the saturation pointe There was no reason
why they should continue to provide an inadequate port service
for shipowners operating the smaller self—substaining types of
c. o n t Hi •) Gr a i i i i).
In view of this sudden rise in container shipping, the
first comnany which took the lead in containerization in Hong
Kong was established and filed with the Government .Register
in June i909„ This was the Modern Terminal Limited (MTL) (2 )
The Hong Kong a- Yhampoa Dock Co., Ltd. also started to build
the first container terminal in Hunghom, and in October 1969, the
container berth was inaugurated, Because it was situated closes
to Kai Talc International Airport, for their general cargo
terminal, a faccso low profile container gantry crane was
installed. The Orient Overseas Container Lines Ltd(COCA) , the
first company to use the berth, stationed converted containersliips
there, beginning its first containerized service to the United? . Sw '
States with the Oriental Dispatcher.
The North Point Wharves Ltd., after the Government had
granted it 466,000 square feet of land with a direct sea approach
over an SOO-foot long seawall in July 1969, also planned to
demolish the old gowdowns on the west berth and convert them into
a containership berth. Furthermore, in January 1970, the company
received verbal advice from the Government that its application for
land in Kowloon for development of its container-port facility
had been approved, so the company took immj.diaie action and ordered
four special cranes they needed. The order, placed with a British
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supplier, Butter Cranes of Glasgow, a member of the Thomas W.
Ward group, was worth 346,000. The first of the four Butter
Scotch derrick cranes arrived in May 1970 it had a jib length
of 150 fcet and was able to lift 20 tons at a 140-foot radius
and 35 tons at a 120-foot redius (44, May 19 70).
The Hon Kong and Kowloon Wharf and Godoiwm Co.,Ltd., in a
joint venture with the Matson Navigation Company, and based on
the comments of the Container Committee, also began the constru-
ction of convertin Berth 5 of the Kowloon Bridge and the neigh-
bouring space into a containership berth. Three straddle carriers
of a value of RK$6000,000 each, 21 feet in height, 39 feet in
length, and 30 tons. in weight were ordered from Tokyo Umpanko
Co. Ltd, In March 1970, the carriers arrived. Trained driver
from Matson Navigation Company were also brought from Japan to
instruct the Wharf Company's drivers to operate the straddle
carriers.
Almost three and a half years after it had been decided
that Hong Kong needed a container terminal, in April 1970, the
Government issued tenders. Fne tendered Premium would 1bL payable
in twenty annual instalments, along with the normal Crown rent far
the area of HK$500 per acre annually (44, August,18, 70).
Furthermore, there were two. basic options for tender. The first
option stated that the successful tenderer would take a grant of
a seabed and would have the right to carry out all the development
work on its own. The second option contained an offer for the
the Government to. construct a seawall ant to carry out the fill-
ing of it before handing the area over to the successful bidder
for the completion ox the work,
The ICvrai Chung .site was divided into four areas—one for
each berth® Berths Gno and Two were 25 acres, Berth Three 32 acres5
and Berth Four 43 acres«
At this time f a bat-tie over the Berths broke out among
the United Kingdom, the United States and local consortia, even
though the Hong Kong Kowloon Wharf A Godown Co,,Lid® had decided
not to get involved in the bid. The Modern Terminal Limited, a
company formed by the two big British container shipping consortia
(Oversea Container Ltd,, and Associated Container Transportation Co®)
Butt erf is Id k Swire (llli) Lie and other local interest companies,
wanted both Berth Qne and Berth Two while Sealand Orient Ltd®
wished to have the larger site—Berth Three (49, June 9,70)®
On June 19, 1970, tenders were closed® The Government
received a total of twelve tenders from five firms, all incorporated
in Kong Kong They wore the Modern Terminal Limited, Sealand Orient
Ltd®, a subsidiary of Soadland Service Inc®, Kcwloon Container
Warehouse Co®, an all-Japanese group comprised of the 0y ama, NYK,
Japan and K Lines, North Point Wharves Ltd, and Yau Wing Co® Ltd.
After nine weeks of considering all tenders, the Government announced
the results on August 22, 1970 (44,49)®
Berth One was awarded to the Modern Terminal Ltd. at § Id-
million, Berth Two to Kowloon Container Warehouse Co® at $25 million,
Bexth Three tc Sealand Orient Ltd® at §11 million® One tender was
received for Berth Four, but it was subsequently withdrawn® The
mainspring for this withdrawal might have been that the area of
the berth was too large, and the seabed was too steep®
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Of the three compenies which wcre awarded berths,hiTL
was xopcrted to be disappointed because their drecam of getting
50 acres had ani shed, The area of Be--till One was inadequate,
as they had a? ready ordered a fleet of eight full containerslaips
in 1072 for their new route between the ].,,a- last and Plurope.
Ty i07 when these VP vessels arrived to load and. unload containers,
a berth of less than 50 acres wwro4l.r,..ha-%ve hampered the activities
of the io ny in Hong Kong, fence the company prepared to
negotiate with the Government to obtain the Crown land opposite
Berth One (49, August 23, 70),
The ali-.3apanese group and Sealand. Orient Ltd,, on the other
hand, were extremely happy. The all--Japanese group, which hfad
kept silent before the Goverment announced the awards, planned
to initiate two routes: One be tViec-the •?ar a as t aiid the east
cost of America, and one between tic Far Last and Europe. During
the first half of 10' 0, there had been at least two Japanese
warehouse consortia very active in Hong Ilonge Berth Two in Ki.wai
Chung was only a milcstone fcr their investment on containcrized
cargo handling.. At this tin?, it v.ras obvious that the Japanese
shipping group had. had the intention of strengthening the shipping
activities of Japanese shipping lies in Hon Kor_go The Seala7:d
Orient Ltd, was the happiest, The company prepared to move
its container Far East Terminal headquarters from japan to Hong
Kong, When K ai Chung I'ernina. was completed at the end- of 1972,
cargo collected from South EGot Asia would be transhi rpcd to the
United States by larger full containerized ships
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All the awards had been made on the basis of self
reclarsation, because the shipping lines could not wait for
five years for the Government to reclaim. Hence, after signing
the contract with the Goverment, the three shipping lines
bogan the work of reclaiming, filling and leveling a certain
area of seabed, and tried to return it to the Government within
twenty months(2),
1970 also
Mojor dovolopnemts in contaization in
included the opening of a conference called "HongKong and
Containerization, organized by the Hong Kong Management Asso-
ciation and the Hong Kong Shippers' Council at the City Hall
on September 10. Some 270 executives from various industries
attended the conference. listening attentively to ten addresses
made by celebrated speakers from the shipping industry, One
month lator, another two-day seminar organized by Hong Kong
Management Associaticn was held. This seminar was specially
tailored for executives from shipping., wharf, manufacutring,
cxporting and truckflg Companies. These two meetings gave
containerization great prominence in the Minds of the local
business "elite" (22, 40, Sapt, 11, 70).
On July 31, 1970, Matson Navigation Company announced ip.
San Fransisco its withdrawal from Far East containerized shipping.
The decision, which shocked the whole shipping industry, was
made mainly because, ever since the inaurgurati on of the route
between the Far. East and the United States, the company had been
faced with keen compctition from Scaland which had entered into
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business in Hong Kong at approximatelyhe same time . As a
result , the comany suffered a great decline in tonnage of cargo ,
which was only 5 per cent of that of Sealand . The same thing
happened in Japan . The company gradually became insolent and
finally was forced to withdrawfrom competition( 49 , August , 1 , 70 )
Other shipping lines had great confidence in the shipping
industry . The United States Lines chose Hong Kong as the major
port in Asia and headquarter, and inauguratede new three - continent
containershippingservice in September 1970 . Furthermore the
company assigned three smaller vessels stationed in Hong Kong to
provide feeder services linking Keelung , Kaohsiung and Manila
with Hong Kong and made use of the containerportfacility provided
by the North Point Wharves Ltd . In addition , Sealaw reported
that in mid - 1969 , the volume of containerizedcargo shippied from
Hong Kong to the United States was 3 per cent of the total cargo
carried, but that in mid - 1970 , it was 23 per ( 44 , August6 , 70 ) .
The Orient Overseas Container Lines also recorded a 30 per cent
increasein tonnageover that of 1969 in Hong Kong - U . S . A . route .
During 1970 ) despite the bad news of the withdrawalof
Matson , a large container manufacturing company was established
on Tsing Yi Island . it was the InternationalContainer Limited
( ICL ) , a consortiumade up of Hong Kong Chiap Hua Manufactory
Co . , ( 1947 ) Ltd . with 50 per cent share ; ComalcoLtd . , 40 per cent ;
and Freighter Industries Ltd,, 10 per cent (44, April 15, 71) „
Both Chiap IIua Manufactory Company and Comalco Ltd, were
responsible for the supplies of Aluminum, and Freighter
Industries Ltd, for the supervision of production so that
the containers produced would reach the international standard.
The company was also equipped to manufacture up to 10,000
20-foot containers annually and to handle repairs and main¬
tenance operations® In 1970 it was able to produce only 4,000
p- -r ... » -f A '7 0
On January 1, 1971 the Kowloon Container Warehouse Company
and the Sealand Orient Ltd, signed a contract worth USJ 18
million with Mislmalsw Construction Co9 for the dredging and
Construction of two berths, each 1,000 feet long, at New Kwai
Chung Container Terminal, Later in April, a contract worthW V w
HK$47 million, for the same purpose was signed between MTL and
Socioto1 Frnsaise d Enterprises de Dragages et de Travaux
Publics, The berths were expected to he completed at the end. of
1972, In the meantime, Overseas Container Ltd,, a member of the
Modern Terminal Ltd,, selected Hong Kong as the centre of a high¬
speed communication network linking Europe, the Far East and the
Pacific. On July 1, an arrangement between 0CL and Cable and
Wireless Ltd. made Hong Kong the message-switching hub of the
overseas network. Messages to destinations not directly served, by
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the network were sent to OCL Hong Kong for reprocessing.
At that time when the Kwvai Chung Terminal was not
available, wharf and godown compannies were nevertheless
trying hard to handle containers from semi-containerships
and full containerships. The Hong Kong and Kowloon Wharf
and Godon Company Ltd. was then installed with new cargo
handling equiplBen. it a it was capable of handling 1,3000
containers at one time, and of stacking 3,000 20--foot
container in the stacking yard. The main container handling
contract of the company with Sealand would expire a` the end
of 1972 when the New Kwai Chung Container Terminal was
completed. However, at that time the company still had
contracts with many other shipping, companies such as American
president Lines (APL), American ,Mail. Lines (AML), the Israeli
group and min Lines,
The North Point Wharves Ltd. was awarded .10 acres for
container storage and. marshalling in Kwun Tong at t1he lose
of 1970 This facility had sufficient length of quay and
depth alongside to accommodate barges which oailed between
North Point and Kwan Tong. The users of the terminal have
been USL,AML, and 0OCL
The Hong Kong and Whampoa Dock Co. Ltd. was also expand-
ing the area for container cargo handling, and since then the
terminal has been used by Export isbrandtsen Line, APL, and.
00CL.
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Since 1970: the pacific Container and Godown Co.Ltd.
has been operating its containership berth in yau Tong,
worth US$ 6,000,000. It normally handles part-containerships.
There is also a storage area for about 180 20-foot containers
and a container repair service.
Time elapsed as the construction work in the New Kwai
Chung Terminal continued. The concept of containerization
is now known and accepted by people in Hong Kong mainly
through mass media. Shipping lines, no matter whether they
had received an award or not from the Government, hove devoted
themselves desperately to t e provision of contai.n1.e:r services.
During the last six mcnths of 1971. eight shipping lines had
switched to container operations. Substantial plogrammes for
the development of container facilities were under way in mary
places along the seashore, Cargo handing equipment which
included gantry cranes, chassis, trailers, trucks, straddle
carriers, and especially containers was in sosring domand
as the tonnage of cargo increased. relatively month after month,
1972 was not a quiet year, With the advent of the new
container terminal in Kwai Chung at the. end of that year,
shipping lilies continued to switch to container shipping and
new container shipping .lines were established. Shippers
began to be aware of their advantages in container shipping
Container warehouses were under constructions. All these made
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the tonnage carried by containerships grow.
On Septeihor 5, 1972, a most important event in the
shiyping bistery of Hong Kong took place Tokyo Bay, a 58.000
ton giant of the si third generation of the container era, arrived
and tied up at the first berth of the new container port at
Kwai Chung (44, Septeuuher 5,72), By Noyeimaber 1972, the Modern
Terminal Ztde operating at half strengih until completioa in
December had already received six similar class vessels. in
January 27,1973, Berth O1ic was completed and opened offically
by the Governor, Sir Murray Maclenose (2). At the beginning
of 1973, Berths Two and 'Three also commenced operations.
Major developments of 1973 also included the inaurgurat-
ion of the first cont +inor freight coltscrence in the Par East,
The Oyama-Seaiand conference went into effect in Soptcmbcr
for southbound freight and October for northbound (30, Dec. 10,
1973). Later in October, Scaland started regular high-spced
service from Hong Kong is the weat oosst of North. America,incl-
udin two stops in Japan with its 5 SL-7 class cori.a3.nerslaip
Negative signs during the year includd. increasing Trotests
against containers blocking the Coiony' narrow streets. The
two English newspapers, Hong Kong Starderd and SoLxth China ifopning
Post,oditerialized on the traffic obaes ereated by container
ization and urged the Goverment to make a law to restrict the
hnnrs of container transpLrt and to force the shipping line
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to use lighters as a means of dock-to-area delivery. In
counteracting, shiooers immediately pointed out that a
container truck eaused less congestion than the fleet of
ordinary trucks or vans necessary to carry the same gocds.
The government did not take any aotion on this matter
(30,December 10,73).
Another misfortune was the withdrawal of Phillippines
Shipping Company from two conferences to which it belonged
(41, November 23, 73). The shipping company which scrved the
routes between Hong Kong and the U.S.A. by conventional ships
had met keen competition from containershios for a long time.
Its withdrwal from the conference enabled it to lower the
frcight rete for break bulk cargoas. Seland and President
Lines, at this time, were also inclined to withdraw from freight
conferences because of the high discount offered by those non-
conferences shipping lines and because of the soaring prices
in oil (49,December 33,73).
At the close of 1973, aven the most hardened skeptic would
have saud that the prospeots for containerization here in Hong
Kong looked excellcnt. There was an inerease during the year
of 15 per cent in the trade with the U.S.A.and 23 per cent
with Western Europe. However, this was at least partiollt due
to inflation. still, in spite of inflation, more than 80 per
cent of Hong Kong's exports to the U.K. and Northen Europe
were containerized, and more tban 70 per cent to the U.S.A.
(55, December 19, 73).
These appealing figures were the result of Asian interport
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and re-exports of Chinese gcods, brought into the Colony
on trains and ligarers. As mentioued in Chapber ons Canton
is not g port suitable for containersliips for the time being
and Horg Kong is lokely to remain in this trade siiuation for
a long time
Containerization is a reality. All in all, even though
Hong Kong will be affected to some degree by labour unrest
in the industry and other misf orcutunes, it nevertheless
has the potential not just to be a pert of, but a leader in
containerization.1
1
Since the close of 1973, there has been labour unrest in
Hong Kong & Kowicon Wharf & Godown Co. Ltd. due to the
firing of about 200 workers.
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3.0 THE CURRENT OPERATION IN SELECTED CONTAINETRD
SHIPPING COMPANIES
3.1 Introduction
A container transportation system may be defined
as ad system which consists of hardware, personnel, procedures.
and facilities, all organized to perform the function of
moving containers efficiently from originator to destination.
The main difference between the container transportation system
and. the conventional freight system is the use of containers
(33). Hencc, the analysis of the container system stresses
heavily the rtaximizavbion of the effect of container ytilizetion
From the viewpoint of shipping companies, the system
is multimodal using two different hinds of transport sea
and 1and,1 Iicnce the hardware includes. 1) the contFtlnerS
wrii I.ch hold the cargo: 2) the cargo tself in different forms 2
3) the r hips, tractors s tiailers and other vehicles to carry
containers and 4) tile- equipment needed to operate and support
the vehicles and containers, such as cranes, carriers.
1The system may be multimodal using sea, land and gir trangports:
but here, only sea and land transports are involved.
2The fonms of cargo ean be carton, parcel, barrel, bag, case,
and break bulk.
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The personnel includes all people ranging from checkers
to senior staff working in the container terminal. The
proeedures represcnt the day-to-day operations necessary to
make the system work. And the facilities mean the ports, the
container yard, the container freight station and woads,
The operation of a, container transportation system, in
terms of the cargo and con twiner and direct operations that are
perf ormed, is illustrated in the container transportation flow
chart in Exhibit 3.1. In the meantime, in order to show the
links of the system over which cargo is transported by hardware,
a node diagram is shown in Exhibit 3,2 These two diagrams helj
illustrate how two transport nodes ean be combinad. The prooess
consists of several functions or stages, which are divided into
two main parts: the terminal operation and the ship loading
(or marine) operation. These two operations are the subject
of the remaining chapter.
3.2 The Terminal Operation
The terminal opration involves a large number of peope
and equipment:
1) the container freight station
2) containers
3) fork-lift trucks to h.ndle cargo from the trucks to
the station and from the station to the containers
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Load cargo into containers
Transport containers
to Container Yard in
the terminal
Transport cargo
from Originator ( Shipper )
Unload cargo From truck
at Container Freight
Station
Transport to CFS warehouse
Store in CFS warehouse
Transport to the vanning
bay for stuffing
Stuffing into containers
Transport to Container Yard
Temporary Store in CY
Transport containers to




Unload or discharge container
from ship
Transport to CY




Transport to CFS warehouse
Store in CFS
Transport to departing bay
Load onto truck of consignees
Transport to consignees '
premises
Transport containers
to consigees ' premises
Unload containers at
consignees ' premises
Exhibit 3 . 1 The Container TransportationFlow Chart
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EXHIOIO5 . 2
LINK - NODE DIAGRAM
Rail or Truck Link

























































Exhibit 3.3 A Model Plan of The Terminal
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4) checkers., bl ocke rs, supervisors and container freight
station personnel to perform the individual operations
5) the marshalling yard (or the container yard) to allow
sterage for containers packed and waiting for ship
loading or th devanning(38).
It is not au easy task to eoordinate the people, equipment
and operations into a smooth, efficient process. First, it is
necessary to understand whey do, what is required, and where
and how things are done
To begin with, a model plan of the terminal which includes
the berth, the container freight station, and the marshalling
yard (common to all container operation) is shown in Exhibit 3.3.
Sinea the eonteiney freight station is the first stage
(as well as the last) of the container transportation system
uriorit is given to it as the starting point of our discussion.
3:2.1 The Container Freight Station (CFS)
A container freight statioi2 is defined as a point or
place of assembly of cargo, as well as a temporary warehouse,
where cargo for export is received and assembled in such a
manner that it is ready for packing into containers, or where
imort cargo is unpacked from containers ready for delivery
to consignees (22),
Ideally a container freight station should be like
a long shed, clear of all obstruction and pillars, laid
out in such a way that on one of the longer sides, container
can be banked in rows so that with the aid ox lift—fork
trucks and pallets, cargo received from trucks parking 011
the opposite side of the station can. he filled with goods
.a.L
received for shipment, or in the opposite manner for import
cargo from the container to the trucks (22)9
When shippers have booked ship freight space and have
applied for an Export Licence for the cargo2 there are fourA Jim
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First, the Full Container—LoadFull Container—Load
(FClfCIj) : This is a true door-to-door shipment which gives
benefits to both shippers and consignees, Containers are
to he packed at the manufacturer's warehouse or premises,
delivered by road to the terminal, transported by sea to the
destination's terminal and then by road or rail to the
eonsignoe ? s preniises ,
Second, the Full Container-Loadhess Container-Load
(FCLLCL): Containers are to he packed at the manufacturer's
warehouse or premises, for delivery to a destination terminal
where the containers are unpacked for conventional consignment
delivery to more than one consignees.
Third, the Less Contaihe r—LoadFu11 Container-Load' i j
(LCLpCL)t This requires small consignments to he delivered
4- -5 - 1 1 -:y ~- -J- rv~~r n rs r t 1 7 r»T fiT P i r? f, a
'w _ .1,. v 1 _ ... , . „v «- -n ... A. ...• -~j ~ v .- ?. - •--• ii .i. j.. m.-i. j.,.. —j .1. r l-~ J
be consolidated into a full container load for delivery to
consignee's premises
t
Fourthj the Less Container—LoadLess Container—Load
(LCLLCL): This also requires small consignments to be
delivered conventionally by trucks to a container terminal
packed into containers which are then delivered by ship to
an import terminal where unpacking and delivery to various
consignees are carried out (22)c
— , '.J 4 —[ Fm T7 O -i'l vn-r T PT riU-i rvr'o-MfJ, u o w .i. J-.;. O U u It U t L J La j U Vi-i j-U1 Jl s-' i_j j i.i o jJ p Vj, ~ k.«
need to arrange for a trailer from a truck company or the
shipping company and pick up a container from the shipping
company and deliver it to their premises Normally shippers
are allowed twenty four hours to use the container for packing
their cargo Containers returned late to the terminal will be
charged IIK£ 15 per hour' The tractor charge is in addition
to the container charge Shippers are also allowed to store the
packed container(s) in the container yard or the shipping
company for three days prior to the sailing date If a ship—
raent does not occupy a full container, it- is not advisable to
1
This is called the detention charge which will vary from one
eompanr to another
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use these two ways, because it is too expensive to ship cargo
filling only half a contoiner, when it is necessary to pay
full container-load freight.
For the first and the third ways (FOL/FCL and LCL/FCL),
consignees are required to pick up their cargo in the container
yard after the carrying vessel has completed its discharge.
Free time generally will commence at 8:00 a.m. on the first
business day after the completion of the vessel's discharge,
and will expire at 5:00 p.m. on the third day. Demurrage per
container per day of fraction thereof will be charged, but the
shipping company may at its discretion discharge the container
to public storage, and transfer and incidental expenses for the
removal of such from the containex shall be for the
account of cargo.
with respect to cargo in temperature controlled containers,
cargo must be acceptod by the consignce at the container yard
within forty-eight hours after the completion of the vessel's
discharge. Containers not accepted by the consignee within this
poriod will be subject to a charge per calender dmy per container,
whether shipment occupies a full container or not, or the shipping
ccmpany may at its discretion discharge the container to public
storage, transfer and incidental expenses being chaxged to the
consignee.
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In the Case that the consignee is prevented from
removing the eontainars with cargo from the eonainer yerd
by factors beyond his control--such as, but not limited to,
longshorement s strikes, trucking strikes, or weather conditions
which effect the entire or a substantial portion of port
arc--special free time will be given to the consignee to
accept the container at the shipping company's container yard1
For the fourth way (LCL/LCL), shippers are required
to deliver their cargo to the CFSQ Stuffing charge, which
is usually HKS 6 per measurement ton2, is charge to the
ghippers. but ror some large bulk eargo, an extra handling
charge will be required. Consignees are also required to
pick up their cargo at the CFS at the port of discharge and
to pay the stripping charge to the shipping company.
In both Scaland Orient Ltd. and Orient Overseas
Container Lines Ltd., it is re corded that only about 10 per
cent of shipper use Full Container-load for exportation and that
1A detail account of the assessment of demurrage in port
tie-up can be found in Appendix C.
2 Oue measurement ton is equivalent to 40 cubic feet,
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about 3L° per cent of consignees use Full Container.-Load
For importation. Hence it is evident that in llong Kong
most shippers are still using Less Container-Lead, and we
will discuss the reaE. ons in the next Chapter,
Tgerefire, shippers or consignees must first make
a decision whether or not to uge container sbipping, then
they have to decide whether to ship by Full Container-Load
or Less Container-Load, the first decision may be greatly
influenced Ly.s zlesmen o: shipping companies. The ultimate
decision makers are the consignees, who in order to protect
inho goods, will plce_cer container transportation. The second
decision is dependent on the measurement of the cargo itself
and the physical environment of the shippers' or the consignees'
pert
3.2,1.1 Outbound and Inbound Planning of Container Freight
Station
Normally container freight stations offer two kinds
of service: outbound and inbound service. Outbound. service
refers to service given to shippers who wish to have the
cargo less container-loaded„ Full container-load cargo need
not to h handled by CPS but will be directly hauled to and


























































Control Department. ( This will be disoussed in the next
section.) Inbound service merely refers to service given
to consignees with less-cont.ainer-load.ed cargo. Similarly,
full. container-1oaded cargo is to be handled by the Equipment
Control Department'
Outbeund and inbound operations are therefore concerned
with he work of providing services to shippers and. consignees
respectively0 In order to-provide more systematic services,
a good outbound and inbound planning of CFS is necessary.1
Based on past s tatis-tics and experience in cargo handling,
the GFS may be arranged as illustrated in Exhibit 3 5. The
two long sides of the CFS are divided into four bays. On one
side are the receiving and the departing days: on the ether
Side are the devanning and vanning bays. Gargo reccived
from the receiving bay is temT)orarily stored in the middle
of the station, until the time when the cargo is to be stuffed
at the vanning bay. Cargo stripped frcn containers at the
devanning bay is temporarily stored until consignees come to
collect it at the departin-r bay' Dangerous cargo and special
cargo which need custom inspection and special. care should
be separated from general cargo. Hence, these kinds of cargo
are generally stored either in a secluded warehouse or on the
upper floor of the container freight station.
















Top View of CFs
End View of CFs





FYhibit 3.6 CARGO ST0IEl PLAN BY DESTINATION,A TO D
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when consignec come to pick up their cargo.since cargo
is rcceived for different destions, generally more
space is given for the storage of outbound cargo and a
cargo stowage plan is made. This cargo stowage Plan merely
shows the location of oargo for each destination. The space
for coch destination depends comlctely on the amount of
corgo uaually received from shippers. For INSTANCE;IN
Exhibit 3.6, destination Aocoupies the greatest space
bedcause it ugualy has morc cargo than other destinations.
For each destination, there are marks on the ground showing
.the locations of cargo. cargo of the same shipping order
can be pilcd two or thxce pallets high to save space.
once this cargo stowage Plan is set up, there will
not be majox changes unless the shipping company has varicd
in route structure, facilities, manpowex, or the distribution
of cargo received from the original destinations. Therefore,
cargo received from the yeceiving bay has to be positioned
according to the plan, so that when stuffing, checkers can
casily find where the cargo is.
The cargo stowage plan is iwadequate for container
freight station operations. Therefore, floor managers
have to take at least two measures to increas the efficiency
of the operation: first, they have to coordinate their
activity from time to time with the booking section of the
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operation department,in order to know the number and
the kiads of containers needed for the pbcking operation,
and second,they have to make estimates of the amount of
cargo to be received and the number of containers to be
stuffed during the next shift so that the number of gangs
of workers the company needs to hirc can be decided accord-
ingly.
coordinating with the booking section, generally
personncl in each dopartment will know the quota on the
number of containerg given to each port of call for export-
ation and transhipment. They have to know from the Equip-
ment control Departmeut and sometimes the Maictenance Dep-
axtment the number of coutainexs available for vanning purposes
before the closing date for accepting cargo.
Therefore, based on such informatio, a container
Dalance sheet may be produced.1
container shortage,which has bacn comon in many
companies in Hong Kong, will show up as a deficit on the
balance sheet.
If this is the case, immediate aotion will be
taken to see whether or not there are containers still
1A Container Balance Sheet can be found in Form 1 in Appendix
A
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being unloaded by consignees in the container yarn.
Very often consignees are asked to unload their containers
at the Container Frcight Station or at their preimises, so
that empty containers can be available after half a day
In the case that consignees refuse to unload containers
as the company requests, the company has to wait for other
vessels to come, so that empty containers can again be
available after devanning LCL containers.
When floor mapagers are involved in the planning,
checkers, blockers and supervisors in the station continue
to receive cargo from shippers before the closing date,
which is usually twenty-four hours before a vessel arrives.
Generally speaking, a shipping company will not accept any
cargo after the closing date, unless cargo belongs to some
big and regular customers. However, there will be no
confirmation that the eargo can definitely be shipped on
time. Before the closing date, outbound LCL cargo will
continue to be stuffed into containers, and relay carge for
final destination will also be consolidated simultaneously.
As a result, twenty hours after the closing date, all cargo
will be packed into containers waiting for the vessel to
enter the port. Then. when the vessel arrives, berth personnel
are all ready to stow containers into the cells of the
vessel.
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8.2.1.2 outbound and Inbound proeedures
Befere shippers deliver eargo to the containe
freight station they have to submit the export, Licence,
booking sheets shipping order and bill of lading. This
procedure is the same for both contional and containop
shipping.
To give an overall view., the outbound and inbound
procedures are show by the flew 7prooodurce are shown by the flow charts in Exhibit
Since cargo will be accepted in the container freight station
from seven days prior to ship's arrival, shippers have to
hand the bill of lading to the office of the shipping company,
crrenge their orngo on truoks,anddoliver it to the container
terminal from their premises. After trucks have been parked,
the shippers or their agents must first apprise the blockers
in the station or the arwival of cargo by submitting well-
1
typed shipping orders.
1A set of shippin order consists of six copies
Copy One-.-This is the copy to be kept by the blockocrs.
Copy Two---Dook Receipt This is the shippers' copy which
is used for exchange of the signed bill of lading
Copy Three-Dock Receipt-'This is the terminal copy which
is to be passed to the Documentation Depertment
for the isso.i.n of bill of lading.
Copy Four--Dock IIeceipt,.This is the dock copy or master
control copy which is kept by the warehouse offico
for reference
Copy Five----Measurememt Sheet- This is the copy for measurers
Copy Six-Office Copy-- This is an extra copy acted as a
supplement w'-fien other copies are lost.
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Inbount Procodores Flow Chart
Outbound Procodures Flow Chart
Transport containers Transport cargo to
from Oontainer Yard Container Freight Station
Stril cargo from
Cargo wait while shipper
containers
submit shipping order
Check and inspect cargo
Unload cargo from truck
Transport cargo to Messured by measurer or




Check and inspect cargo
bay by lift truck
by checker
Inspect cargo by checke
in the presence of
consignee
Transport cargo into
CFS warehouse by lift trng
store in CFS
Load cargo on consignee's
truck Transport by lift truck
to the vanning bay
Delay becauseof signig








Exhibit 3.7 THE INBOUND AND CUTBOUND PROCEDURE FLCW CHARTS
Referring to his hooking sheets to confirm that
shipment has been hooked for the particular sailing involved
the receiving blocker perceives the measurement or the gross
weight to he in excess of the limit of a container, he has t
split the shipping order in two or divide it even more,
because each container must have a shipping order0
The shipper gets back the remaining five copies and
proceeds to the measurer, who acts as the third party, to
measure the cargo he delivers, Now it is of the checker1s
turn, whose duties are to check the number of packages, to%
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to receive the cargo, To help the checker in checking the
number of packages, a Tally Sheet is to be filled by the checker»
This Tally Sheet is used to record the number of packages received
and to inspect the marks and number of the cargo« The checker
must also make notes on the dock receipt about the total number
of pieces, number of pieces on pallets-, and booking number,
and attach to the cargo or issues a form stating the destination,
number of pallets for the shipping order, pieces on pallet and
the booking number, it is important that any discrepancies
such as shortages, overages, damaged packages or conditions,
be noted on the dock receipts too, to protect against subsequent
claims„ Further, it is the prerogative of the checker to refuse
to accept damaged packages in order to prevent the possible contam¬
ination of other cargo or to like container; e,g» leaking gasoline
drums or leaking acid containers When receiving cargo, the checker
1
A Tally Sheet can be founf in Form 2 in Appendix A
has to order the lift—truck driver to unload the cargo from
the shipper3s truck and to place the- cargo at the assigned
position in the warehouse, as indicated in the cargo stowage
Blockers5 duties are much more complex and sophisticated
than the checkers5« During the time when checkers are receiving
cargo from shippers, they begin to rearrange the shipping orders
previously received The main duties blockers perform are as
„ 1
1) They separate the shipping order by ports of
destination (PeO«D»)« For each P.O.D, they accumulate the
measurement or gross weight of shipperJs orders unuil a cont¬
ainer is expected to be fully packed® For example5 the follow¬
ing five shipping orders can fully pack a 40-foot container;
Shipping Order A
rr!-» •; -n -r. ~ c? fi T rl r y
-t. i. a. k) J-Ir j3
Shipping Order C
Shipping Order D








2) They collect cargo received from different shippers
or suppliers sent to only one consignee in the same port of
discharge and group them together and pack them into containers,
JL
See Exhibit 3Gfl
if possible As a result, shipping orders for each
individual port of destination are re-separated into
onp s to which container files are assigned Where eve
possible, cargo of nearly the same nature is put in the
I •. A . .-M . A V
3) They prepare the Container Control Plan, which
consists of squares Each squre represents a container
This Container Control Plan is used to give an overall view
of all containers when blockers fill these squares with
bnolcir.fr numbers and shirmiiif? order number in a container fil
4) They have to -ask the staff of the Equipment
Control Department to provide empty containers at the vanning
2
bay by issuing a Container Movement Slip Of course, the
functions of a Container Movement Slip are not only to act
as a request that the Equipment Control Department provides
empty containers, but also it is a document informing the
staff in the Equipment Control Department of the status of
the containers, so that special care is taken by the tractors
The blockers then pass the files to checkers together
3
with the Container Manifest, so that the checkers can begin
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3
Container Manifest can be found in Form 5 in Appendix A
Container Manifest is usually of three copies? One itt to be
kept by the warehouse office, one is to he sent to the
documental department for issuing of bill of lading, one is to
be sent to the port of discharge for loading purpose.
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the work of stuffing cargo into containers. While stuffing
cargo into containers, checkers are responsible for picking
out a number of packages as samples, which are identified by
a sample label in red. These sample are randomly selected
for the convenience of custom inspection at the port of dis-
charge. Checkers are required to fill in the Container Manifest
with the following information: number of pieces of packages,
port of discharge and cargo number of samples. After the
blockers have checked the Container Manifest, a container
seal with a number is given to the blocker to seal the loaded
container, and a Container Movement Slip is issued to the
Equipment Control Department to pick up the container at the
vanning bay and park (or stack) it in the mwarshalling yard
(or container yard).
However, if a container is fully stuffed when there
is still cargo, or if a container can be stuffed with more cargo
when there is still some shipping orders in a container file,
checkers must rearrange the file by adding or picking up one or
two shipping orders at their discretion, so that a container wil:
not be either over-loaded or too much underloaded, Later, the
checkers must report to blockers how the file has been adjusted
se that the blockers are able to make changes in the Container
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Coilirol Plane
5) whan the veasel is gone,the blcckers will commence
to make at least these two reports:
1
Booked-cargo-Not-Rcceived Summary1a)
This summary is produced whenYiblockers compare
the Cargo Recoiving Record, the Container Control
Plan, and the Booking List so that all booking
numbers which have not been received are found.
This summary will be sent to the iookin Section and
the Accounting Department so that special charges




This is a swnmary report of the number of seals
to be completed by the blocckleers a ter containers for
different ports have been sealed It is duplicated
and distributed o related department: the marine
Operations Department and the Equipment Control
Department. A copy will be sent to the Equipment
Control Department, which is responsible for checking
whether the seal numbers on the list are identical to
thLose of the seals. With respect to the seal list,
it is produced for different ports of discharge, For
1See Form 6 in Appendix A.
2See Form 7 in Appendix A.
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Containers of the same port, there will be an individual
seal list.
Inbound peocedures are more or less the same as the
outbound procedures. A few days before the vessel arrives,
the shipping compang will inform all consignees of the date
of arrival of the vassel by sending each of them an arrival
notioe. Consignces, upon receiving this information, will
approach the shipping company, and exchange the Dill of
Lading (B/L) for a set of Delivery Order (11,31).1 In case
a local consignce wishes to distribute the imported cargo to
five local customerfs, he can split the cargo into five parts
in five Deliviry Orders. Each customer who receives a Delivery
Order is allowad to pick up goods on his own and any stripping
cost will be charged to the consignee's account.
When the vessel arrives, containers are discharged and
hauled to the Container Yard, ready for devanning. Full container-
loaded cargo can be picked up through the CFS,and containers
which noed stripping will be hauled to the devanning bay upon
the request of the floor manager.Before devanning, checkers
are responsibie for examining whether there are any damage
to elther containers or cargo contained in them.
With reference to the Container Henifest on which all
information about a container is listed, checkers order
1See Form 27 in Appendix A.
2Container Manifest here refers to the container Manifest sent
from the port of origin.
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fork-llift truck drivers to devan cargo inside the container.
In the meantime, they reeord the stripped cargo, its location
in thy: ehouse and the number of pieces on Palle is on the
Gargo Unloading Reccrd. When a consigneenor his agent comes
to pick up his cargo, he first reports to the inbound counter
in the Container Freight Station by submitting the Delivery
Order (the original copy). Blockers will then find out the
related Delivery Order (the CFS copy) and the Cargo Unloading
pecord, While the consignee is waiting, the assigned checker
riding on the fork-lift truck will find the cargo in the ware.-
house, check the tradomarks and numbers and the mumber of pieces,
and transport the cargo to the consignee's trucek (s). In order
to make sure that no mistake are mad in transferring cargo
to the consignee, a Tally Sheet and a Number Sheet are used
to record the number of packages received by the consignee.1
The Number Sheet is merely a sheet with 1,000 numbers.2 Each
number represents a sequential number of a piece of cargo on
which it is printed. When the checker begins his work, he first
circic.s the numbers as indicated on the Delivery Order For
instance, if the consignee wishes to pick up ten pieces of
cargo numbered fifteen to twenty-five, the checker will circle
the numbers: fifteen to twenty--five.
1 See Form 2 in Appcncix A.
2 See Form 8 in Appendix A,
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Finally, the consignee has to sign two copoes of the
Delivery Order and the Tally sheet before he leaves with the
goods.
If the container which is going to be stripped is damaged,
checkers must inform the tloor manager who in turn tells the
Damage and claim department. Investigation is made into the
reasons why the container has been damaged. If the container
is insured, the company has to infoxm the insurance company
and simultaneously invite a measurer, who acts as a third
party to examine the damage
3.2.1.3
Relay operations at container Freight station
European or united states' bUyers are often supplied
by many shippers or manufacturers in south East Asia where
there are no direct shipping services provided between them,]
e.g. Singapoxe to the Unitedstatos, As a result, cargo from
South East Asia will first be transported to Hong Kong by
feeders for consolidation, and then tranship to final destin-
ations. For example,if an United states buyer purchases
goods from Taiwan,singapore,and the Phillippines, the goods
will first be shipped to Hong Kong by feeders. When all
goods arrive, it is necessary for the shipping company to
devan containers,collect or group cargo to one consiguee,
and then pack into containers again Aif goods from originators
are less than a container-load.
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In effect, ieiay operations combine both the inbound
ana outbound, operations Fron both the Manifest and btomayej, s—
I-1 n' 1. the flu, V; 3marinent selects the containers mic,: need~ i;
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ho part: .von t mhicli hauls containers to the de vanning: bay,
and documents which include manifests and a nemo for caruo
rehandliir, are delivered to the Container freight ;j tat ion
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assipn several checkers to do the job of unpacking and
re-rackiup carpo into containers in the same may -as me ment¬
ioned for inbound and outbound operation. Yhen the eonsolidation
0 X 0 a r O J, S O V Ox J C Orl X 1 h d u l jl %J «-j O a- X t hi uY 1 d » a a — _l o vA
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a Aehandlinp Caruo deport is made by blockers. An order
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the paeked containcr to the Container Yard a;ain, rcady for
shiT)loadin - .- A'
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of break bulk carpo into containers, by means of lift truck or
by stevedores manually. I lie procedure of car o stomauc can be
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The stuffiiv: operation is generally supervised bvv_ ? j. - ts a i






Caro and container wait
while making stcwaae plan
Stuff cargo into containers
Inspect all cargo
Secure cargo to container
Inspect condition of packed
citrgo before closing the
door of container
Close the doors of container
ind seal
Transport the container to
container yard
Exhibit 3.9 CARGO STOWAGE FLOW CHART
checkers who will consult their supervisors or floor
managers ire: tine to time. ..iter a eiiecner has roceivca
f' s 7 — - -C - r, hi r t-» c v o ~~ i rj c y~ T- •' 4 • p -ry p i ' T 1 A » ])x h a O .Pj. r- ...l w jl ix o j. x o o u v.... x —. v. x _ c. . -i'V- i. v- --
first rakes sere that the container supplied by the toripnent
Cent-ol kepartronr is the type nee,let, and that there are
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are rary t'ses or C.rv caryo containers for hrcah bulk caryo
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vertical and horizontal slotted tracks vhich are haijt—in
or added to allon hoars to he installed in container rails.
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dirt, smell, protradin nails, and other projections vdhich
riylit cause da:saye to the caryo. If it is necessary to nasi
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should not ho used, and loadiny should not start until the
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In ruikiiij a p-relininary loadiny plan, the foilo'iny
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1. Never stov; heavy- yoods on top ox liyht yoods. heavy
-nnrlc c1-ni'l I Up 1 nr fiprl i'vf .n P-« pv fn-itt.rl np? i rsl, .
2. Stow each type of pachiny separately, ar.d never pack
vooen hones together vith cartons, and,most important
of all, vrith yoods in sacks.
8 9 liever s gov gais o—pi o c i u c jlooiio liici. --iL-p ClvLic.
u L j-t'c ;• u u 0w
Goods with sharp corners and pr o j o cti ons should be
separated Iron other types of moods by usiny separai;
r i o. - n i pi c t? p a p. o a r '1 p y ]) p Q o p. v y p a ~y- y p y Q P 7) fl ?y i ~ P., j v-h O v i J. t'' J. »J U v »• i» V V-J i w-. W 0 J V V u. O 1-i- 11. A n-W
lections are best vrarroed Irr cloth or other protect:'
J - Av -V w. . —£5
be hover stow yoods with a marked smell sacli as onions,
hides, etc., close to other yoods that will absorb
6. hover stow woods in clanared machines
7 . liever st c w re t y oods t oyeti er 77itli dry joocls .
8, Containers sliortid be filled up so that the vciyhi
of the -'oods is evenly distributed over the floor—' s
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already stovea if a container is not fully stowed,a c
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10, Foilov; any stowiny instructions such as This side i;p
Hot to be stowed horizontally, with symbols such
a s a r r 0 7 7 s , umb e 11 a s , etc.
li. Close the doors properly after filliny and ohech th
doors seculs.
12. Hever use hooks or .;rins 0:1 moods unless thev can
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10. nlevor stov the types of roods to'ether that villV J. v— k-
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f o see a r e poo d s i n p oou c o:: d i t i c a, the folio v; i n p d e vices
can oe utilized 1 n a. container :
1. Floor of v.ood or synthetic nateria. 1 f or anchorinp
on-T) 777 t.o nn.i ,r, or nnvenr. :
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4. Lasliinp rinp;s(eyelets) attaching points for lashinp
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5. Hails v:iih recessed lochinp devices for securing
Si-oci rl tv no o' onos:
6. .7ooden and timber struts for shorinp and relievinp
oressure verticallv and horizontallv :'
7. Uars or rods movable vertically or horizon¬
tally , strups oi tetlie or syntjiotic materia 1«• 7 j.
1 o r 3 o c u rin. c ' i e 1 o a d P
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10. Load-orotectin : cushions lor danenmy impact and
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the supervision of checkers or supervisors V.'hen secvrir_:
cr.r00j Iiopever, the f o'l 1 oiiryj principles must be • observed;
i. Goods of widely varying densities must be strutted
and 1asked with particularly Oroat care.
2. k'hen loadiir; uniform c-oods in a container, the
comp1ete volurne 3hou1d be utiliaed so that no
space is wasted between the load and the door
or the sides, ..'hen the width of the container
cannon be fully utilized, then the load items
should be placed as close to the sides as possible
so that struts can be fitted between each line
of units.
b. 'fixen material such as cartons is heinv racked
vertically, it usually happens that the bortorn
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ribbon before stowing in a container. When a
unit J is not large enough to fully utilize the
width of the container, it should be looated
in the middle of the container. In other cases,
the waits awe placed close together so that there
is no lea rance in befween, To make sure that
goods are secured against shifting inside the
Container, the sides of the units are reinforced
by means of horizontal wooden battens,1 the sides
of the container are also reinforced by using
planks. When loading in a container in which the
sides must not be subject to loading, the unit
loads are secured by means of diagonal struts.
When two or more units are still. not able
to occupy the full width of the container, the
unit loads should be secured close to the sides
of. the containers. Fillers made of wooden battens
are used in the space between to prevent lateral
shiftingo2 If the entire length of the container
is not filled up. the goods should secured against
the door opening corner pillars.
2. Packed Goods of Uniform Size i.n Wooden Boxes or
Cartons.
These are cooking fat, radio sets, nails,
1 See Exhibit 3.10
2 See Exhibit 3.11,
Exhibit 3.10
SECURITY AGAINST SHIFTING INSIDE THE CONTAINER
Blocks
Exhibit 3.11
SEURITY AGAINST LATERAL SHIFTNG INTHE MIDDLE
OF THE CONTAINER
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preserves, vegetables loaded in batches etc,
Loading is started at the ree.r. end of the container,
and tilling is carried out frcm the sides to the
middle. If space is left over, the goods must
be soeursd.1 This is particularly important in the
case of fragile goods with a light packing. When
several batehes are boing packed in the same cent-
ainer, and when the container is being broken. down
by the respective consignees, separators should be
used in stowing so that sorting work is avoided
The separator can take the form of sacking, paper,
planks, Sign pens, or colour chalks can be used
for marking purpcses
in order to avvcid the need for rc-stowing and
stxutting, in ease the entire volwae of the cont-
aiuer cannot be fully utilized, the stowage boight
sbould bo adjwsted to fill the entire floor arca
Still., if the entire floor area can noit be utilized.,
then the load must be secured by using &. net or
cross bracing.2
In case a container is not filled to the
door, goods can be secured by a net or spacers
so that they do not fall out when opening the door,
3. Bales
These refer to bales of paper, cotton, textiles,
1See Exhibit 3.12 a--b.
2See Exhibit 3,13.
88Battens Battens
view from door side View from top
a
b
Exhibit 3,12 SECURITY AGAINST SHIFTING BY MEANS
OF HORIZINTAL WOODEN BATTENS
crose bracing
Exhibi 3.13 SECURITY AGAINST SHIFTING BY MEANS
OF CROSS MI-C iiMBRACING
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scraps. Normally, bales are stowcd and unloaded
by mschines. When a lift-fork truck is used
a check rw.us t be lade to ensure that the load-
bearing eapauity of the container is in proper
relation to the truck used,
Bales are usually stored lying on their sides
but Llsy be stood on end to a certain extent, so tha
better utilization of space can be achieved. There
are certain floor plates, Which. crhen removed, can
ba used for reinforeement.1
Bales should also not be stowed directly
against sharp corners and edges without some f orm
of protecti.on or spacer,, In addition, when stowing,
balas of texilc ahould not come into contact with
oil or certain f on-as of grease and fat in order to
avoid spontaneous combustion.
4. Sacks
These are sacks containing lime, salts,
fertilizer, 'tnd powdcred. chemicals. Sacks should
be stoned evenly over the container floor. If
several layers are stowed, paper should be laid
between the uppermost layers. Otherwise, friction
or adhesive should be used to prevent sacks from
failling down when doors are opened for stripping.
1See Exhibit 3.14.
In order to protect sacks from moisture
or water, the bottom layer can be placed on loos
, v r-.,
1- j. . £
5» Rolls and CoilsIK..-w39tW»»EfcnIE3'JP5a«o«JS3fbUL-±i?W-•'•ssa.ir«545»
These refer to steel wire, cables, motor
, Tx 1- h -r a I -Ivr r« '•x 1 £ -c -! Vi ? SA •££. £ C ~f 1 rs£Vfc r-' A 1
by 1 UO J J, V' 1JL w pt.'vKi'wX j, uwiw»
Rolls that can stand on end should be packed
close together9 Space in between should be fille
with wood-wool and the sides of the container
In the case of rolls lying_on their side,
din a vodge under the first coil or roll and also,
every other roll in the bottom layer all the way
to the door opening If space remains with the
rolls not fully occupying the width of the container,
fill out the space in between with filler: for
example.wood—wool in sacks
Coils are usually bundled together with
several units in a bundle Bundles can be stowed
either horizontally or vertically in the case
of stowing horizontally, and there is space in the
middle, bundles can be secured by using well-
dimensioned timber. In the case of stowing
v«-v 4- -I AO 1 1 o 1 c4 •! 4-d-l lr Q 1 Avrr 4h ft rv nr»-f fi •» n
at-.«groa.3«yrTral-r-rfgT»j»Ji.
ASee Exhibit 315 a-b.
2
'See Exhibit 3,16 a-b«
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Spacers in
the form bf woodcn
battcns




Vi ewy from top
a
Exhibit 3.15 STOWING OF ROLLS VERTICALLY
stow 4
92
a fork truck can be used to press auno..Lcs ugulnsti
the far ends and sides,. Bundles can be secured
in the iii cite and at the door opening.
Bundles can also be loaded by using a ram
truck and are thus located longitudi a ly al.ong
the container0 In this case, individual bundles
or rolls way r et wire support, and the t. end T .,-all
and the doors of the container must be reinforced.
Motor vehicle tyres can be stored lying flat in
the container. Any space left may be filled up
by placing tyres vertically. There is no need
to secure the tyres, but care must be/ taken at
the door opening.
ttr li lliae 1 s
For lengthy goods such as timber planks and
various forms of piping. They are normally loaded
raid.. l'-L'y in to the container. Since the goat's
tend to slide lengthwise putting a lot of stress
on the e-n wall of the co tai:aer, it is suggested
1
that the goods be reinforced at the door opening.
To stow drums and barrels, leakage should
be checked first, then draining hole should be
checked to see that it is upwards. Metal drums
are best stowed vertically and close together,
In the case of horizontal stowing, a block under
the first unit from the f ar end, and blocks on

















Exhibit 3.17 STOWING LENGTHY GOODS
Blocks
(wedges)
Exhibit 3.18 STOWAGE OF DRUMS
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If drums and barrels are stowedare fixed,
high. planks van be laid between layer to
prevent shifting.
Notal druus and wooden barrels sheuld not
be stowed together. Wooden berrels lying on
their sides shouid be stowed by placing planks
under the ends of the barrels up to a height
where the waist of the barrels are not in contact
with the floor of the container.1,2
3.2.2 Container Movement and Equipment Control
3.2.2.1 Container Movements
Container movements throughout the terminal are
a part of operations in the stornge system employed in
the marshalling yard. According to the container flow
system, the design of the marshalling area of a company
falls into one of the four parts of the storage operation:
1. Storage on Chassis
2. Storage from Lift Trucks
3. Side-Loader Storage
4. Transtainer or Overhead Crane Storage
1 See Exhibit 3.18
2 Sawe observation result can be found in (38),(45),(47).
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Truck
Crain Pier Truck and chassis Storage
Rail
a. Storage on chassis
Straddlecarrier Truck
Crane Pier Straddle carrier Storage
Travel crane
Rail
b. Storage from Lift Trucks
Truck
Crane Pier Transfer truck Storage (on legs) Transfertruck Ra
c. Side-Loader Storage
Truck
Crane Pier Yard truck Traval crane Storage Travel crane Rait
d. Transtainer or Overhead Crane Storage
E-hibit 3.19 CONTAYNER MOVEMENTS UXDER DIFFBRBNT STORAGE
SYSTEMS
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1. storage on Chassis1
Container remains in the yard on the same chassis
throughout the trmporary storage periode. The container
is placed on the bed of the chassis secured by the twist
leaks at four corners. Before the trailer is hauled
to and frow the Container freight station and the
Marshalling Yard, it comes into gear with a tractor.2
Chassis are then packed in slots marked on the pavement
for identification purposes. Truck-lanes must be wide
enough for the tracter to back the container chassis
into a slot, and to park side by sides.3
This method is most efficient because the time in
transferring containers from different nodes is minimized.
However, the capital investment for chassis is prodigious
because the number of containers should be at least
equivalent to that of chassis
2. Storage from Lift Trucks4
Containers are usually tacked at two-or three-
container height on the ground by a straddle-truck.
1 See Exhibit 3.19a.
2 See Exhibit 3.20a-c.
3 See Exhibit 3.20d.
4 See Exhibit 3.19b.
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a. Tractor b. Trailer (Chassis with
Container)
c. Tractor geared with Trailer
Exhibit 3.20 TBAGTOR AND TRAILER
98
d. Container Yard under Chassis System
Exhibit 3.20 Tractor and Trailer
Straddle loader Side loader Straddle carrier Portal container
crane, with tires
a b c d
Exhibit 3.21 CONTAINER HANDLING EQIPENT
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The two kinds of straddle track cc=only used in this
method are the straddle carrier and straddle loader.1
A straddle carrior has four-wheel sterring, and is drive
like a normal road vehicle. It can handle any length
container, and approach a container from either end with
high trcwerlling spoeds, but usually cannot stack cont-
airaors. Thorofore, between the nodes of the marshalling
area and the pier, a straddle truck can lift and carry
a container to the crane for loading onto the ship, pick
up a oontainor disohazged from the ship and carry it to
the stacking area. It can also pick up a container and
load it onto a truck, or vice versa. Yet due to the
domign of the tracks, containors are stackod in rows
With lancs on two sidss to allow space for the penctration
of tractor wheels.3 A straddle loader is similar to the
straddle carriers except that it has a spreader which holds
the four oorners of a container and permits the container
to be lifted up to allour stacking, The loader is not
capable of handling aay length of container because of
the limited dimensions of the spreader, but it can load





The side-loader truck is designed to load cont.
ainera from the ground, the chassis, or the stack by
paralleling the container, to raise, and to transfer
it onto the bed of the tractor, This kind of storage
requires lanes for the side-loader to approach the right
container from the side,2 Therefore, it is usually wit,
this method that containers are stacked two rows by two
rows.
4. Transtainer or Overhead Crane Storaae4
This method employs a single transtainer which can
travel back and forth ever the storage arca in order to
pick up a container from the stack, and place it on the
hod of a twdotor. The tvactor then aarrics the container
to the ship side for loading purpose, Containers con bc
stnacked four or six high by this method, but the storage
requires suffictont support from. the ground to maintain
stability of the stacked containers (21, 38).
1 See Exhibit 3.19c,
2 See Exhibit 3,23.
3 See Exhibit 3.24.





Exhibit 3.22 Storage from lift truck
Containers
Side-loader
Exhibit 3,23 Side-loader storage (Plan)
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Containers Containers
Exhibit 3.24 Storage of containera frou side-londor (Bnd Viow).
Txanstainer
Containers
Exhibit 3.25 Trainstainer or overhead crane storage (Plan)
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Exhibit 3-26 STACKING BLOCK UNDER TRANSTAINER
STORAGB SYSTEN
103
Exhibit 3.26 STACKING BLOCK UNDER 1IMN6TAIMlt
STORAGE SYSTEM
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The above storage methods are adopted by many companies
in Hong Kong, yet adoption of two methods depends on the
terminal space availsbility, the anticipated volume of cont-
ainers, the soil strength support from the ground, the
frequency of container operation cycles, the need for treat-
mont of cortain commodities in cntainers and the capital
investment.
Of these methods, the first one is the simpliest, and
it gives complete random selection of containers packed in
the yard. It is the least erricient in terms of iand util-
ization and cost but the most efficient in terms of time
for container movements. The fourth method gives the high-
est land utilization, but it provides a greater degree of
random selectivity (21).
the transtainer storage method is already in use in
Hong Kong & Kowloon Wharf Container Company's berth. The
straddle carrier system is used at Berth One at Kwai Chung.
The Chassis system is used by Sealand Orient Ltd. at Berth
Three.
3.2.2.2 Equipment Control
We have mentionde how a container is handled by some
specially designed equipment. However, when and where a cont-
ainer is to be picked up or stacked in the marshalling area
are of vital importance in container operations. And thers
are the function of the Equipment Control Department.
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since the department is squeezed between the container
Freight station and Marine operations department, commun-
ication between them are absolutely important if officient
operations exee to be axhioved. The department is generally
divided into three sections; namely the Equipmont control
office, the Gate House and the control Tower, which are
locatcd at different placdcs in the containerport. The
Equipment control office is normally locatod adjacent to
the container Freight station, The Gate House are located
at the cmtrance of the terminal and at the boundary between
the Narine Yard and the container Yard. The control Tower
is located at a oorner in the Marine Yard. When the
Equipment control office combines with the marine control
Tower, Usually papex work is rodueed and tho Gate Houee
not required.
The Equipment control office is the central section,
providing direct customer sorvicea to full container-load
consignces and shippcrs ad dispatching equipment and
drivers, mainly by issding control cards.
To control the movement of cach container and to
determine the location and status of each container,a
trailer control card is isued. For the different statue
of containers, there are several kinds of trailer control
cards;(1) the outbound trailer control cards for
containers leaving Hong Kong ,(2)the inbound trailer
control cards for containers to be picked up in Hong Kong,
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Rotating HExagonal Gard Tr/kay
to be re handled in' the Container Freight Station (CFS) ,
unc. (4) erapty trailer control cards, every trailer control
cr;-. ha:j a cpecnie colour for identification purpose.
For the storage of all these cards, a rotating hexagonal card
tray or a card board is used., ' Each side of the tray is«
reserved for a special purpose. For example, one side is
used for keeping empty chocked and unchecked trailer control
cards; and another side, for outbound full loaded containers
and for outbound partial loaded container control cards.
The four parties with whom the office is normally
deal ing are full—container—load consignees and shippers,
i.ie j out a in ox' Freigno Star ion, the Gate Houses and the Marine
Control Tower. Exhibit 3C29 showe the links of the container
movements under three different relationships anions theseX CD
narties
(l) Equipment Control Office (ECO) Vs Container Freight
Ri.tfl hi nn ( CI TPS
First of all, if the Container Freight Station
issues a Container Movement Slip for an empty container
at one of the vanning bays in CFS, a clerk takes an
empty trailer control card from the card tray, records
See Exhibit 3.28
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represents truck link between two nodes
represents telex link between tvo nodes
Intra-terminal links of container
movements.
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the trailer numberv the location of the empty container,
and the place where the container is needed on a Dispstch
Sgeet.1 When a driver is available, the clerk then issues
an order to the driver of tractor to pack up the empty
container and to deliver it to the assigned location.
In the meantime, ha has to record the code number of
the driver, the tractor he uses, and the time time the dxiver
starts working.2 When the driver returns to report,
the clerk records the finished time so that he knows who
is available for other assignments.
If the Container Freight Station issues another
Oontainor Movcmnt Slip for the haulage of & loadcd
container in the Container Yard, from the Dispatch Sheet,
the off ice will be able to issue an order to an available
driver.3
When inbound containers are all strippcd at the CFS
for LCL consignees, the clerk picks out red inbound (I/B)
trailer control cards of those containers, transf crs them
into green outbound cards, and puts them back in the
1 For a Dispatch Sheet, see Form 10 in Appendix A. A Dispatch
Sheet is a record to mark down all container movements in the
terminal so that the staff of ECO are sble to dispatch
equal work to drivers of tractors and to know the status of
of containers and their locations.
2 Usually a driver is assigned to a tractor. This is spectally
true under the Chassis Storage System.
3 The clerk knows from the Dispatch Sheet that a slot is
available when a container is hhauled away from the Container
Yard. Sometimes, the elerk does not find a slot for the
driver, but lets the driver Search for a slot for the contaiiicr
In thi case, the driver has to tell the clerk the code of
the slot where he parked the trailer or where the container
is located.
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empty unchecked container tray. An Inspection List of
containers is sent to the Maintenance Department for a
thorough eheck of the containers.2
After ebecking, a list of container numbers is received.
The staff then movea the cards of these containsrs from the
emott uncheeked container tray to the ewpty ehecked cont-
ainer tray. It implies that the checked containers are again
available for use. The location of each container is then
recorded on the trailer control card,
(2) Equipment Control Office Vs Gate House and Control Towe
In case a container has been packed and ready to be
dalivewed to the Marine Yard waiting for the vessel to
arrive, the clerk picks up its green trailer control eard
in the outbound full-loaded trayq and by means of the
Dispatch Sheet issues an In & Out Slip to a driver to pick
up thm containex frem the Oontainat Yard und deliver it to
the Marine Yard.2 The In Out Slip en tables the driver of
a tractor to pass the jate Hou3e at the boundary. When he
passes the Gatc House, a tclex is sent to the Control
1 The Inspection List is a list of containers with their locations
sent to the Maintence Department to sec if the containcers sre
in good condition.
2 The Jn & Out Slip is a permit to enable a tractor driver to
have a gate pass at the Gate House when moving trailers to
and from the Marine Yard. The In & Out Slip is shown in
Appendix A, Form 12.
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Tewar wilsh in sura sends the tolox to the Equipment
cantrol offiee informing the arrival of the container.
Upon rocoiving this information,the staff in the control
Tower produces an outbound trailer control card
siner,which is exeatly the sane as the trailer control
in somat encopt for the title .In this way,the control
Tower is able to have a reeerd of all cont ainers it has
received, as well as their locations in the Marine Yard
The staff of the Equipment Control office, at this
time, makes a remark, on the control card that the container
has been sent to the Marine Ward. The control card is put
in another tray for sorting purposes. Cends of the. same
port of discharge are sorted together and re-sorted accord-
ing to the stowage sympol.I
After the closing date, the staff in the Office sends
a list of all container numbers to the Control Tower so that
a comparison can be ma-de. bet,kvreen two lists made by the two
sections respectively. If there is any deviation, the cause







Dangerous Cargo followed by classification
f
or label if known."*" in red.
are studied and corrections are made accordingly.
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when a vessel arrives, the Marine Department ealeeulstes
the mumber of conthineas to be handled from the Container
Manifost and the stovrage Plan.1 The MarineDepartment Department
also eendsa telex to the ECO,askingfor twoprovoison
of a number .of chassis or other equipment for unloading
purposes The telex includes a list of number of containers
which will be picked up and stuffed at the connaignee's
Premises, and loaded on registered chassis.2 Normally,
chassis for unloading purposes are not difficult to Provide ,
because the loading and. discharging of containers take place
simultaneously.
When containers are discharged from a vessel, they
are immediately carried to the Contniner Yard where they
are parked in available spaces or stacked on the ground.
As a container passes the Gate House, a telex is sent to
the ECO office where an inbound trailer control card (pink)
is produced at once.
(3)Equipment Coutrol office VS Full Container Load sevices
When a FCL shipper approaches the EquipieUt Control
office with shipping orders for empty containers to allow
See Appendix A for the form and definition of both Container.
Manifest an the Stowage Plan,
2Registered Chasses are necessary when containers are hauled on
roads to-the consignee's premises.
loading to take place at his premises, the staff member
in charge of FCL services then picks up a green trailer
As for a consignee, when he has been informed of the
arrival of vessel, he can approach the office with a deiive:
order The staff member in charge of FCL services picks
up the pink inbound trailer control card to allow the
container picked up from the Container yard and stripped
1
ax xne consignee's premises
By referring to tG Dispatch Sheet, the staff member
is able to know the code number of the driver available to
carry the container -from the CY to the consignee's premises9
When the assigned driver is ready, the staff member gives
him a seal and a permit ic obtain a gate pass when carrying
the container away If tiie shipper hires his ovrn tractor
from a truck company, instead of the driver of the company,
1 _ _ _ _ T 1 k . v '1 «• . •• I
Road haulage is controlled by an Equipment Control
9
Sheet' All equipment hauled on the roaci3 of the city must be
recorded on this sheet. Before an order is issued to the
driver, the staff member in charge should see if both the
trailer and the tractor are registered.
As it is mentioned, a pink iB trailer control card is assigned
to the container by the Control Tower when the container is
2
See Form 13 in Appendix A,
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When a loaded container is hauled hack anc par parked
or stacked in the Cont ainer Yaxd , the staff member should
make a record of the time of its arrival , its locatiou etc .
Tge outbound trailer control card is then located and placed
in the F / L eard tray .
With respect to the paper work relating to the
aetivitios of the office , the staff member should produce
the following documonts :
( 1 ) An OuboundControlLog 1
After the elesing date of accapting cargo
at the Container Freight Stations and before the
arrival of vessel , the staff mel bcr picks up all
the gren outbund trailer control cards , and
copies all infomationfrom oards onto the log .
If the containershave been passed to the Marine . Yard ,
it is recordedin the colunrn " Remark " on the control
eard , and the column " passed to Marine " on the log
is to be filled in . For a refrigeratedcontainer ,
it is necessaryto fill in the degree of temperatuae
dependent on the sort of cargo in the container
Therefore , for the coming vessel , the staff meriber
is able to . f ind out how many containersare still
needed to transport to the Marine yard for loading
purposes .
1 See Form 14 in AppendixA .
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(2) Operation Daily Equipment Control Report1
This repirt is usually made daily, at
night when the work load is not very heavy. It
is produced by summarizing all related documents
such as the Inbound Daily Aging Report, the
Equipment Control Sheet at CFS Doors, the Outbound
Control Log, the Empty Container Status Report
and the Dispatch Sheet.
After completion,it is sent to the Marine
Operations Department for the preparation of the
Preship Memo, and to the CFS for producing the
Container Balance Sheet for outbound and inbound
planning.
(3) Equipment Control Shee at CFS Doors2
Based on the control cards previously prepared
and the Dispatch Sheet, it is not very difficult
to find out the container number at each of the
CFS doors.
This sheet is produced for two purposes:
(a) It enables the staff to know exatly
which bays at CFS are available for
parking trailers.
(b) It gives the staff of next shift a clear
summary of those trailers at CFS.
1See Form 15 in Appendix A.
2See Form 16 in Appendix A.
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(4) The Emty Container Status Report1
Because of the dynamic nature of the
movements of containers, it is always necessary
to know whetber there are adequate empty containers
available for stuffing purpose for FCL shippers
and the Container Freight Station. This report
is made by referring to the contrcl cards in the
empty unchecked and empty checked trays as well
as the latest list of checked containers produced
by the Maintenance Department.
(5) Inbound Daily Aging Report2
This report is made mainly for the Account-
ing Department so that demurrage charges can be
calculated against individual consignees who are
late in the pickup of their containers.
3.2.2.3 Gate Howses
The Gate Houses fall into two categories: one type
is to provide a link between the terminal and the outside
1 See Form 17 in Appendix A.
2 See Form 18 in Appendix A.
Torldj and the other, a link between the Container Yard
and the Marine Yard The one at the entrance consisting
of several cheek-in lanes provides efficient and fast
service to the driver., The main function of this Gate
House is to prevent the illegitimate entrance and exit of
trucks without permits„ 'then a truck with cargo enters
the gate, the check examines the truckers papers When
a truck or trailer leaves the terminal through the check-i
lanes, the checker collects the gate pass or permit from
The Gate House at the boundary between the Container
Yard and the Marine Yard performs the function of security
and communication Upon the acceptance of an In Cut Slip
from the driver of a trailer passing from the gate to the
Marine Yard« cue checker liii'Oixis the IMxaipwont Control
Office and the Marine Control Tover via telex® After the
Control Tower is notified of the expected pickup of a
container, and when the driver of a tractor is passing
the Gate House again from the Marine Yard, the slip which
served as a eate pass is returned to the driver®
3.224 The Control Tower
The Control Tower essentially performs the functions
of command and control within the Marine Yard and the berth
side Normally it is located in the Marine Yard
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and is in direct contact with the Gate House at the
boundary and the Equipment Control Office.
Prior to the arrival of a vessel, a Mowement Slip
is is sued to the Equipment Ceutrel Office to move all
eutbannd containara frem the Centainer Yard to the Marine
Yard for loading qurposes, while at the sawe time, inbound
trailer control eards for inbound containers ara also
issued. When the vessel arrives, it is the Equipment
Control Office's responsibility to command traetors to
haul outbound thrailors to the shipside aecording to the
locetion plan, and to pick up containexs on trailers
discharged from the vessel to the Coutainer Yard.
3.3 Marine Operations
In this seertion, vessel scheduling, ship loading and
unloading, and rolay operation are introduced.
3.3.1 Vessel Schedulhng
No matter what kind ci vessels are in operation, their
schedules must conform to the commitmernts muue by the Freight
Department, The compay's policy relative to the frequency
of sails must bo adhered to.(7). To illustrate, we show
120
a chart with the frequency of sils by rocute which was
developed by the Tran-Pacitic Network of the Sealand
service Ltd. using Hong Kong as the hub in Exhibit 3.31.
The required frequency of sails for each route
scheduled, should be maintained by an adequate number of
of veasels. In Hong Kong, this kind of schedule is seldom
kept. It is frequently found that ships are off the
schedule due to unexpected delays or sccidents. The ship-
ping company may then make a substition or perhaps
transfer the late ship to another service. Certain delays
can be expoeted, e.g., from hazerdous weather, holidays,
Christmas and New Year; others are unexpected--political
disturbances or strikes in the next port of call. to
avoid hazards and to reduce costs, one of the following
alternatives may be taken:
(1)The vessel may stay in Hong KOng.
(2)The vessel may slow down its speed so that when
it arrives the next port of call, the incident
is over.
(3)The vessel may bypass the port on its way to the
final destination but visit it again on its return
trip.
(4)The vessel may bypass the port,visit an other
nearby, and return to it again. This means to
alter the order of calling two ports on its voyage.
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Rearranging Schedules can be very costly and rime-
censuming. Thus, once schedules have been fixed, it is a
gonoxally praoticc not to rearrange them but to make the
change as minor as ,,ossible. When the change involves ates,
a corrected schedule: is s'nt to€ 11 cince ned
To operate a to urinal efficiently it is important
to know the location of each vessel at all times o Time of
arrival and t3.r_ie of sailing of each vessel at each port should
be obtained by telex. As long as the vessel is on time, it
may he assumed that its position) is as scheduled. However,
if a vessel is delayed and has been behind her schedule,
communications between ports gain uppermest importance for
the re-scheduling of the loading and discharge of the ship (7).
3.3.2 Ship Loading and Unloading
The planning and implementing of an effective procedure
for the loading and unloading of a containership required the
following information:
(1) Containerization of the ship, fully or partly:1
1 A cony tainership is specially designed to carry load and dLscharge
containers in its hold and on its decks. The containers are stacked
on top of each other in vertical cells in the holds and in vertical
stacks on deck. Loading I. s, theref ore, achieved by lowering the
containers into cells or stacked vertically to their stoned position
without shifting horizontally. In discharging, the procedure is
reversed. Containers are stacked on each other within a coil which
is usually arranged so that the containers are stowed with their
length parellel to the vessel. Each group of cells is located
under a hatch :yitli its opening slightly large than the cell group.
The hatch opening may be divided by several sections to limit the

































































(2) Number of eontainers the containship can carry:
(3) Gantry crane cr ether kind of crames on the ship:
(4) Trucks or lifts such as straddle carriers to
transport the containers between their parking
loeations and the berth:
(5) Various duties of checkers, stevedores, seamen,
and other personnel required.
It is net an easy task to coordinate the poeple. equioment,
and operations into a smooth, eficient proeess of ship leading
and unleading. A series of step3 involved in the planning and
implementation of such a procedure is illustrated in Exhibit 3.030.
The main objective of the above procedure is (a) to produce
a stowage plan by mans of which the systeLiatic stv1isge of corm-
ainers on the shin is faeilitated,1 and (b) to produee a
Sequence Sheet for erane operation. To prepare the Stowage
Flan, a Proship Momo is esnecially required. Informntion
includes the Stowage Plan from the last port, outbound trailer
control cards, the Operation Daily Equipment Control Leport
and some Relay Logs from the Relay Section are required to
prepare a Preship Memo
A Preship Memo gives the following information:2
(1) The Expected Time of Arrival (ETA) of the intended
vessel
1 See Form 19 in the Appendix A for the Stowage Planp and
Exhibit 3.32 for a sample.
2 A Preship Memo is shown in Exhibit 3.33
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TOTAL .151 82 174 141 540
Misc. Or.G- 175 mty's - '66 mty A' c
'•'•'4 5 raty P.
64 mty dry's
Total Or.f- 9 64
Inbound off 224















































FA'465 ETA. 220300 - 220500.,
SL 40 ETA 220900 - 221900.
ELZMAN 102742
ELZMAN 101604 RA 770 ETA 230500 - 231400.
Over weight containers (over 22.3 LT)
ORIGDES1
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STRIPPERS
Ol'rM feint. 71 sn end 17 fMSU JL TVf rv.T7
SSS FA 465 - DDD nBE 801]
If possible would like to rework the NAHA and PUSAN to 2
separate containers and retrun to EX 17 - if not possible,
hold for FE 04.
eNOTE ; The stripper cargo in the containers listed below will
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a
Name of the vessel
The expected time of arrival
oi the intended vessel
c
The projected number of containers
in different status
Relayed container's loaded on ship,
CMrscellaneous 'containers to be
loaded on the ship
' Total number of containers tp
' b e 1 oadcd on shi.p •
—rr - A
Inbound containers to be loaded
pon ship
Re 1 ay cnntainars to b discharftcd
Mi::c. Off - 3 mty B~40'c
! Total off - 93.S
Kxhibit 3,33 HIESUIP MEMO
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(2) The projected nu alber of different kinds of containers
With intonded porits of disegarge
(3)The tetal number of relay containers with ports of
discharge,and vessel/voyage from which the comtainers
are discharged for relay purpose
(4) Miseellaneeus containers to be laded on the ship
(referring to empty containers)
(5) The total number of containers that will be loaded on
the vessel
(6) The number of inbound containers
(7) The number of containers to be discharged from the
vessel and relyed on to other vessels
(8) Miscellancoius containers are empty containers to be
dischargod from the vessel.
(9) The total. number of containers to be unloaded
(11) Containers which need to be swung to containers
of other sizes
(12) Overweight containers
(13) Containers which need rehandling or consoidation
what the staff is interested in on the Preship Aeaio are
the Items one through four„ Most numbers of containers ment-
ioned in the Preship Memo u.ce tentative. As we have Mentioned
earlier in this chapter, there may be big and regular shippers
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whose goods are accepted after the closing date of
receiving cargo.
After the Preship Memo has been produced and
distributed to all other sections in the Department,
the staff work oa a Box Profile Plan of the intended
vassel.1
The Box profile Plan is a preliminary Stowago Plan
for stewing containers by ports of discharge. NO
particular position for each of the containers is assigned.
In the Box P 'oa ile Plan, coloured squares represexit stuffed
containern. Each colour represents a specific port of
discharge. Squares without colour represent void. Squares
with a tick ()represent empty containers.
There are both Inbound Box Profile Plan and Outbound
Bcx Profile, Pi^nc 113,cf erring to the Stowing Plan of the
last port, the Inbound Box Profile Plan can simply be
produccd. Then based on the Ian ound Box Profile Plans,
the Outbound Box Profile Plan can be produced by filling
the squares with cclf.irse However, the followring principles
should be noted:
(1) Make sure that the number of coloured Squares
for a port of discharge is equivalent to that
of containers to be loaded.
1 See Porm 20 iu Appendix A for a Box Profile Plan.
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(2) Containers with active refrigerator and dangercus
goods are to be placed above deck
(3) In case the pier is not big enought to discharge
containers at the end of the ship, do not stow
containers in the last hatch
(4) Siuco the portainer (gantry crane) discharges from
top to bottom, containers for the same port of
discharge should be stowed in middle cells. Cells
on two sides of the hatch can be used for other ports
can be discharged separately without rehandling.1
Try not to stow a container for one port on the top










Exhibit 3.34 Coloured Stowage Plan
1See Exhibit 3.34
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(5) A largey quantity of containers for port of
discharge can be stowed in two or more hatches.
However, they should not be stowed in adjacent
hatche4 unless there is enough space in between
for two ganury cranes working side by side,
so as to save time in loading and unloadine
(6) When using a crane for operation (a) two cranes
must not work on adjacent holds simultaneously,
(b) movement of the crane must be such
that within a given hold. operations on containers
must f ollo i a given sequence such as forward, aft,
forward again, aft again, and so on, (c) the entire
above-deck area in a hold must be unloaded before
helcJ -deck loading and/or uuloading begins and
(d) deck loading and unloading must be carried
out in an orderly side-.to-side progression at
each level
When the Box Profile Plan is completcd, blockers
commence to prepare the Stowage Plan for each hatch.1
Referring to the Box Profile Plan and the outbound trailer
control cards which have been grouped by ports of discharge,
blockers fill the Stowage Plan with container numbers, the
port of discharge (P.O.D.) and of origin (P.0.L.), and the
weight of containers in each square or cell.
1A towage Plan of a hatch of a containership is shown in
Form 19 in Appendix A. Each square, which is numbered,
represents a cell.
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However, the work of making a Stowage Plan for
each hatch is vory oomplioated. Even expexienced bleckers
need to follow the following instructions as closely as
possible :
(1) Special remarks should be noted for ompty containers,
ref rs ovcr-weight containers and unoccupied cells
and danfreyous cargo1
(2) heavy containers should be placed below deck and
at the bottom
(3) Above-deck containers should be light
(4) Empty containers should be placed on upper cells
(5) Total vertical movement, and the vertical centre
of gravity of each hatch. should be computed within
a given range. Thus the ship will not easily be
tilted to one side when loaded with containers
(6) Special arrangements should be made for the stowage
of containers to be discharged and loaded at the
next port. Avoid nee of rehandling or re-stoVrage
of containers should also be attempted. For example
below, Exhibit 3.35a shoes a hatch loaded with
containers for three different ports cf discharge.
Containers X,Y, and Z will be discharged in the ports
of Keelung, Kobe and the U.S.A. respectively. In
Exhibit 3.35l, there are Y+ b containers to be
1 Reefer refers to container with refrigerator.
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loaded on ship from Kobe. f or the U o:.A •1nu:3
when making a Stowage PIP-n, b cells in th°
same hatch not occupied :•rirh containers are
available for Kobe. This case is quite typical
for ships leaving Hon.g Kong l or the li o S I..4,
with Keelung and Kobe en route because they are
mall 80 per cent loaded with cont-ai.ners
14
tvT1)VOID
Lows n 1n 1.LoC!
a. Loading' i ja hor_
Rod represents x c o:z.iaei
Red represer is X containers
loaded at Port Keelung
for Port Keelun t, c r i e s en s'-•i c orn La per s
flue represents Y cow r,ii
loaded at Kobe for U.S.A.
for Port Kobe
Green represents Z con LainersGreen represents z contialn Ta
for U.S.A.( originallyfor U.S.A.°
loaded in Hong Kong)
Exhibit 3. 35 C ONTAINTERS ARE STV D 11 UU iJ-i` i J1-11 _L V!
IN THE, NEXT PORT Or CALLING TO D T SC HARG AN])
LOAD *IN TIM SAME HATCH( A. articui.•ar colour
does not represent a particular destination in
this example).
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(7) The draft forward and aft must fall within
a certain range and the different between
the draft f orivard and aft (trim) must be
less than a specified amount depcnnding on
whether the ship is partly loaded or com-
letely loaded.1
(8) The difference bete een the transverse mona.ent
for the port ride and for the board side for
each hatch should be as small as possible
when all hatches are loaded, and at no time
can it exceed a specified amount. This is
to ensure that the containers will not be























In addition to the stowage plan, a Hatch Loading
summary stcting tho final ship attitude(heel,trim,
transverse stability)and the long itudinal bending moment
is reqyired (38).1
After the Hatch Loading summary is
complcted, blockers commence to dovelop a sequence sheet
for crane operation during tho loading/discharge of a
containerahip. 2 In addition, inbound trailer control
cards for containers to bo discharged from the intended
vessel are also prepared.
Crane ipexations can bo classificd into two types:
container movements and servic operations. The first type
involves the loading or discharge of a containex (including
its size, weight, port of discharge, and aequonce nnd seal
number), the initial container location (ship or dock)and
the desired final location. such information is supplied
by the inbound/outbound trailer control cards and the
stowage plon for cach hatch.The second typo docs not
involve containers, but the removal of replacement of thatch
covers on a given hold and the movcment of the orane to a
new hold. Theorctically, the ideal cycle time for cont-
ainer handling by a gantry crane is expected to handle
of standard output, a gantry crane is wxpected to handle
twenty-four containers per hour. Thus based on mhe time
1 AHatch Loading summary is shown in Form 21 in Appendix A.
2 A Sequence sheet shows the scquence of containers to be
discharged or loaded onto the shop by the gandtry crane,
It also shows the locaions of the contaoncers in the containcr
yard.
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dsta in the Sequenca Sheet, blockers are able to
estimate the time required for erane operation. In
the case that the, berth has more than one gantry crane,
it is necessary for each crane to divide the moverneuts
among themselves so that it is possible the cranes
to finish the operation at more or less the same time.
When a vessel arrives, Stowage Plans should be ready.
According to the prepared Sequence Sheets drivers are
required to carry trailers to and from the ship Side:
checkers are e-pec ted to direct drivers and check containers
crane over itor`s are instructed to perform. loading and
unloading operations
Now it is time for the erane to show its unique
importance in the link between two interlaces--land and
sea, Tge spaed if its operations determines to a great
extent the efficiency of the container terlinal. Usually
the typc of crans installed on the sbore of a tcrminal
is the gantry crane, which is designed for highly frequent
loading and unloading, in the loading or uloading oper-
ation, the f o1loaing steps are rollowed:
(1) Container spreader frame is positioned over the
container.
(2) The spreader frame is then linked to the containsr
by twist locks at the four corners.
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(3) The Container is then lifted up from the
berth, out of the hold, or from the deck.
(4) The container is guspended from the spreader
frame and moved from the berth to ship or
from the ship to berth
(5)The container is stopped over the location
where it is discharged along the cell guide,
on the chassis, on other containers. or on
other containers or on the ground,
(6) The container is then lowered or levelled to
the desired position.
(7) The container is then released by the spreader
frame by means of controlling the trio twist locks,
(8) The container spreader frame moves over to
other container and continues to operate(38)
The ship loading/discharge operations beginvwhen
two trucks are halted under each of the gantry crane
according to the iudtructions of the checkers, The two
trucks are geared only with empty chassis.Ccntainers
above-deck are first discharged from the ship and placed
an the bed of those empty chassisc With reference to
the Sequence Sheet, checkers examine the seal number
and container number of each container, record the time
when it is discharged, and order the driver. to haul
it to the desired location. After the hatch cover is
removed, one column of the container cells must be clear
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to provide space for loading . In this way , the gantry
crane is able to load a container and to discharge another
in one crane cyelel . 1
Meantime , trucks with trailers are hauled to and
lined up by the ship side . Referring to the Sequence
Sheat , the checker first checks containers on after
another to ensure that there is no mistake in the sequence
of the container numbers . When the contaiper is picked up
by the spreader frame , the truck remains at its place wait -
ing for another container to be dischargedon the bed of
the empty chassis . A desired location in the yard is assign -
ed for the trailor to park and to staok the container. In
addition , the driver is also asked to pick up another out -
bound container at an assigned location for loading purposes
when the truck returns .
When the ship has finished being loaded and dis -
charged for sail , containerstacked one , two , three , or
even four high upon the deck or hatch covers , require spee -
ial arrangementso prevent them from being shifted , toppled ,
oaushed , or damaged during the voyage .
Deck containers may be stacked and restrained by three
different methods . One smploys a rigid cell structure built
up above the deck , the other , a more conventionalmethod
for securing on - deck containers , employs wire rope lashings







Exhibit 37-a. Coloured Cells of the hatch should be




Exhibit 37-b. Containers are loaded onto the cells which
are coloured and discharged from cells
on the other side of the hatch.
Exhibit 37 CRANE OPERATION IN LOADING/DISCHARGING CONTAINERS
IN A HATCH
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and the fittings. These first two mothods are normally
appliod to aomi-containerships and conventional ships
for transportation of containers. The third method
commonly used in the third generation containership, employs
a removable rigid frame and buttress systom (38,47).1
The construction of rigid ccll structure above the
deck is similar to below-deck cell structure except that
it is supported by means of structural cross-members and
struts. Because of this, containers must be lifted over
the structut, but the lashing operation can be reduced
considerably.
The wire rope lashing system employs a variety of
futtungs and hardware. Containers of the first stack on-
deck. in this systei are restrained from horizontal shifting
by corner centering fittings built on the hatch or deek.
Containers en the upper stacks are prevented from tipping
and rotating by diagcnal or vertical rope lashings or more
by locking devices included in the corner centeriug
fitting(38.47).2
This system can become very Complex because of the
considerable weight and. the difficulty of handling containez
when they are stacked three or moro high. These difficulties
1 See Exhibit 3.88a-h


















lead to the development of the third methed employing
rigid frames and buttxesses,
In the third system buttresses (deck securing fittings)
extend above the deck.1 When the first stack is loaded on
the deck or the batch cover, buttresses brace the four
eorners of the eontainers and provide both horizontal and
vertical restr9aints. A rectangular frame containing corner
stacking fittings on its top and bottom surfaces is then
placed on top of the first stack. The stack fittings of
the frame are interlocked with four corners of the lower
ntnokg mhe noomd stask is then loaded and interlooked with
the stacki.hlg fittings of the frome and the process is repeated
until the third stack is loaded. The sticking fittiugs on
the fops of the second stack finally lock the third stack
to the frame.2
3.3.3 Marine Relay Operations
Marine Relay Operations, which are prerequisites of
the Container Freight Station relay operations, are not
involved in stuffing and stripping of cargo but in the check-
ing Of all relay documents and arrangement of consolidation,
of cargo for overseas conEignees.
1 See Exhibit 3.39c.
2 See Exhibit 3.39b.
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There are sour essential documents which are the
input of marine reiay operations:
(a)Cargo Break Down List 1
Tbis is n list of the containers transmitted
from each pert of loading to each port of discharge.
The funotion of this list is slhpoly to facilitatc
the developnent of a Relay Log for an intended
vessel.
(b)Dispesition sheet 2
This is a document which shows the arrangement
of all coutainers in the vesscl. It provides nearly
all neceasary information about containers.
(c)Rolay Dooumontb
These refer to cargo Manifests and Container
Manifests. 3 A cargo Manifest is a documont which
sunmarizes all information about the cargo which
is to be discharged at a port. The container
Manifest is also a document of the contents of a
container.
1 see Exhibit 3.40.
2 see Form 23 in Appendix A.
3 see Form 24 for a cargo Manifest and Form 5 for a Container
Manifest in Appendix A.
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C Partial loaded Containers
Exhibit 3.40 Cargo Break Down List
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(d) Stowage Plan 1
This shows the position Of eo itaine rs that
have becn stowed in the containership.
Referring to those documents, the staff is able to
do the following:
(1) To Develop the Relay Log for an Intended Vessel
The Belay Log is a summary of relay containers
frcm several vessels, which are to be loaded onto
an intended vessel.2 All relay containers are
sorted by port of loading/discharge from Container
Manifests provided by the original port. The
number of containers can easily be counted by using
the Cargo Break Down List. After the Belay Log
is comploted, one copy is sent to the Container
Freight Station if the cargo necth rehandling or
consolidstion: tbe original is kept by the Relay
Section for fture reference,
(2) To Check Docurents
Firsts Inward Forward Manifegts(or Cargo
Manifest) are checked against Container Manifests
and freight bills to ensure that no mistake is made
in Printing the port of di charge and bill of lading
number. Secial attention is paid to the name gnu
1 See Foam 19 in ppendix A.
2 See Form 25 in Appendix A.
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the voyage number of the vessel on which the
relay containers are leaded, For instan.iee, if
a number of containers were scheduled to be relayed
by the vessel SL-7, Ex-17 at the port of loading,
and if the vessel were delayed, and cargo on the
delayed vessel shipped to other vessel, it would
be necessary for the staff to make changes on the
Ir1ward Forward 11anif est, and to send a "Wrote-back"
telex to the port of discharge, so that the consignees
would be informed not to pay customs when the vessel
SL-7, Ex-17-arrived. In case the information did
noo roaeh the consignees on time and the custems
were paid, the consignees would suffer a loss.
Second, the Relay Log is chocked against the
Stowage Plan to ensure that the container numbers
and the part of loading/discharge are identical.
(3) To Develop the Stripper Record
Upon receiving the Rclay Log, the blockers
in the Container Freight Station dod not rehandle
the containers until they are informed by the staff
member in charge of stripping. After the containers
are rehandled, blockers are required to report to
the staff member, who is then to make a stripper
Record.1
1 See Form 26 in Appendix A.
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(4)To Make Nooessary Changes on the Manifost for
Relay Perposes
Making ehanges on the Marifest is alwats
necessary, Relay containers are transported
to the port of discharge by more than one vessel.
The name and the voyage number of the vessel on
the Manifest and the port of discharge belong to
the first vessel. It is, therefore necessary to
make a correction of the name and voyage number
of the vassei on the Manifest, before those contain-
crs axe loaded onto a relay vessel.
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4.0 SIGMIPXCANCE AND PRODLEMS OF COMFAINERIZATION
Wo have examined the contsinerized operation in the
previous chapter. We will now proceed further to evaluate
the pignificnnce of containexo,atopm amd tp cpmsodr the pro-
blems that have arisen since thc the development.
However, difficulties arise since comparison with the
conventional method cannot tell the whole story. It is especially
not justified now bccause conventional shipping is almost at a
standstill. Furthermore, eomparison cannot bo mado on different
pbases of the two systems, since all the phases are fully
intougrated and inter-dependcnt. Therefore, the significance
can only be envisaged from the effects of containerization on
various parties after the overall advantges and disadvantagcs
oof the systcm have been evaluated.
Even though contaiuershipping is more efficient and
economical, its development ineviably has some undesirable
impact and problems of different types. Some of thess probjoms
can be dissolved through comprises between related industries
and iong-term planning, but some of them cannot.
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4.1 Effects of Containerization Upou Carriers or the Shipping
Compgnies
As far as the outbound operation of containerization
is concerned.we have essentially followed the whole operation
through from the point of eargo pickup at the end of a
product line in Hong kong to the arrival of the cargo at
the consignee's premises in other countries.Obviously
there are many vaariations from conventional shipping, and
Uhc chief characteristie of these variations is higher volume
flowing between ports, cpd the application of special handling
qquinment such as the overhead cranes, gantry cranes, straddle
carriers and chassis, All of these sllow shipping companies
to aehieve a lower cest per eubic Foot
A comparison of a container vessel and. a convencionl
cargo liners will elearly indicate this result
The comparative analysis in Exhibit 4 .1 is not based
on ton-miles but on & round voyage of 10,000 miles which is
approxir:ately the distance between long Kong and the United
States. In a selection of model ships of each type, suze
and speeds of the vessels are deliberately not unifirm
However, the 11,000 deadweight tons, 16 knots eonventioual
ship is selected because this tyrpe of containership is general-
ly found on the routes berween Hong Kong and the U.S.A.1














d. Bunker consumption (tons)
2.7




30 men36 menfumber of crew




a. Distance of round voyage
10,00010,000(soa miles)
b. Number of calling ports 46per round voyage
1.10
1.45C. Broken stowage factonc
25 containers800 cu. f t.
d. Cargo handling productiVityd (40-ft) per hourper gang hour
aBale capaci-Ly is the number of cubic feet available l or stowage
of bales or other packages carge
Ming pao wan pao, January 1,1974
cBroken stowage factor means the measurement tons of occupied
ship apace against the total micasurer e it tons of the loaded cargo.
dAssumed that the average density of cargo is about 0.2 long ton
per cubic foot.
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Although the two types of ship selected for comparisou
are not of some deadweight tons, they are xegarded as medium-
sized vessels in their respcctive shipping systems.
The ecmperisons given in Exhibit 4.2 show annual carry-
ing capacities by weakly services and voyage duration. Voyage
duration for contsinerships is much shorter than for that of
conventional ships sinee a containersbip spends less time in
loading and discharging containers. Normally, two gantry
cranos are able to transfer tonnage equivalent to that which
would tequire three days to move in break sexvice, Further-
more, the Exhibit also reflects that the loading capacity of a
containership per year is several times that of the conventionel
ship. This is important in lowering the capital cost and
operational cost per cubic ioot
Amortinatio costs on interest and principal usually make
up capital costs. Estimates of capital costs incurred in
mniutaining weakly aervicen on the basis of equal aunusl emort-
ization are given in Exhibit 4,3 The number of sets of containers
required per ship is assumed to be threes Since the most on
containers coatributes 40 per ccnt of the totaal capital cost
of containership, this figure has a great influence on the
capital costs. The building cost of a containership is usually
much higher that that of a conventional ship. This will make
the total capital cost per year of the conventional ship much
lower,
TCvVi-i hi +. 4.5
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(3) Freight ton capacity per ship
( i 1 Z' •V -L i T V I
275,00 0 1,2405000
(700 40~f t containers
(4) Cargo handling capacity per shi
per hour
P A Tl Ol ilk K 1 •
(5) Net Time for loadingdischarge
per round voyage (3) x 4 -r (4 171 hour:
(6) Hours1 work per da- in 11onv OA T- -•-! Vi r'
%
(?) Total time for loadingdischarg'
pOi% x'Ullixu voy V° V - i n 7-! ATc
(8) Allowance on-port time K rl n xr c; 2 davs
c» n~; -» to! 4- i v-1 o l 1 y rs + -r r v ooi n rov» v Airn r?
--- •
voyage (7) + (8)
1 una
9 9
(10) Sai1ing time per round
O Ci .1 „
(ll) Duration of round voyage (9) + (l0) 49 days 25 davs




(13) Number of round voyages per shiJ
per year 50 veeks 4- 112) 7.1 19 R
(14) Total freight ton capacity per yea
per fleet 50 veeks x (3) x 2
L
41,000,00C 140,000-000
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It is assumed that there is a minimum of 90 per cent utility of
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It is assumed that gantry cranes only put into operation for two
twenty hours. Some four hours is allowance for removing hatch
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( i) Bullcling cost per ship '




(3) Total investment in shi
(1) x (2) 210.000 ?,RO noo
•
(4) Total number of containers
700 containers x 4 shi}:
x 3 setsc P. 400
(5) Total investment in containers 168 j 000
( a t ITE8 2 0-000 per
40~ft container0)
(C) Annual capital cost 011 investments
Ships: (3) x l8.8513e
r
C 0ntaincus: (5) x 14,80341
pa_7PO
(7) Capital cost per year per fleet
UOj
r ,1 r A A
97.76
(8) Capital cost per cubic foot.
(7) (14) in Exhibit 4,2 0.0 78
A COQ
a(l)g in Exhibit 4.2
b(l2) in Exhibit 4.2
c
One set of containers are loaded on each ship, and two sets are
used for circulating purposes in ports of calling,,
Cosi of container based on the International Containers Ltd«(lCL)
~ jl 4- U 107Q
GUniform annual series capital recovery factor:
i Q P.m 'A wlin 71— 1 y — ft ORj- c — — - — ~ ~ J
fUniform annual series capital recovery factor:
l4e8684 when n = 7, r =0.08
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However, the higher Eouilding cost of containership
are offset by the inereased carrying capacity per year,
thus the capital cost per freight ton of one cubic foot
cons s to near y t e- same Ievel for both typese
Operational costs refer to all necessary expenditures
for the operation of the vessels, for example, crew costs,
main tenacue, insurillice, fuel expenses, port charges and
administrative expenses. Exhibit 4.4 shows the estimates
of these operational costs. In the example, the weight of
crew costs varies significantly according to type: 33 per.
cant of botnl operational eosts for conventional vesscls,
6.5 per cent for containerships, Of coursc, the orew cost
in c ontainexwshi pping represents a small portion of the total.
operational cost, because containership needs fewer crews than
conventional ships.
Containership administrative expenses are very huge.
It is about one.fourth of the total. operational costs, because
inventory control of containers requires a considerable work
force and sophisticated methods, of management. Specialists
and experts are needed to assure smooth container movements
throughout the container ports in a compafison with convent-
ional shipping of operational cost .per cubic foot, the cost
is HK$ 459 for containership, again because containerships
have a large lading capacity.
F;vn i hi K A. A






(1) Crew cost pe r iieet
O or
?
($35 x 36 men
v 7
or'
(§35 x 30 men
(2) Maintenancej Insurance
(2;t of the ships' cost) 4,206 U.2GC
r r - r-, f n PI 7 T» c T3 T 0 A PV Oi 1.1- A- JLA'-» J a CvJL%»-• -ir A! e!u A.. A .L C V C
of containers
(Container cost x 4fc)
n 70i
(4) Fuel Expenses 6,295 12,900
( A P Ti ' jA C
( O ) X O - e ulietj, e o 2,860 1, 742
. d.
(6) juiiiiinis traoive expenses
• v - -
r . P Mi) v r7 - r oi . 5.SI
(7) Total operational cost per yea]
p e r x 1 e e t 26,765 64,2 62
(8) Operational cost per cubic fooi 0.652 0.451
Si
Crew cost is assumed as $35,000 per year per man. This figure
is estimated according to foreign shipping companies e Local
shinoinT companies offer annual salary at least 30 per cent loweri.
Yet this does now make much difference in comparison, when the
operational cost per cubic foot for containerships is much lower
than that of conventional ships.
Fuel expenses are calculated on the basis of the bunkering price
at Hong Kong as of the end of December 1973, e0g., bunker fuel oil
at ITES 153.
CFort Charges are assumed as follows :IIK$ 100 per day per cwt., and
T n f Ci tpv ml!-inn
~ 7 r
Administrative expenses are assumed to be 10 per cent of the annual
capital cost and other operational expenses whereas the administrative
expenses for containership are assumed to be 20 per cent.
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A further examination of Exhibit 4.5 reveals that
that total cost per cubic foot of conventional. ships is 1.23
and that of containerships is 1.157. It is obvious that the
containership operation achieves a loser cost than the
oonveational operatloa.
An overall view of the abve analysis shows than the
containshipping operaion is more eccnomical than the
convcutional shipping operation. The advantage of the
contaipershipping operation for for shipping companies,. as ment
ioad abovo aro awmarined as follows:
4.1.1 Saving of Time
The cononinarpping opaorasiom means a saving of time.
It enables cas'riers to have a greater number of round trips
per ship, per year, so that more cargo can be carried annually.
4.1.2 Lower Annual Total Cost Per Cubic Foot
The bale capaoity of a conninorship is rnch. larger then
that of a conventional ships This enables carriers to have
a lower annual total cost per cubic foot. Since the containers
are sealed, cargo is not damaged by rain, sea water, or damaged
wein being or discharged, Annually, a container shipping
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Exhibit 4.5
COMPARISON OF TOTAL COST OF
CONVENTIONAL VESSRLS VS CONTAINERSHIPS
Convention Container-
vessel ship




cubic footb 0.652 0.459




companycan save US $ 6 , 000 to US $ 8 , 000 for elaims per container-
ship ( 56 ) . Shipping companies can save a considerableamount
of money spent on cleaning up the hatches and decks for each
veyage , because containershipsususallydo not need any cleaning .
4 . 1 . 3 On Schedule
Containershipsare not apt to be delayed because of better
operational planning and equipment control . In other words ,
containershipsare usually not running off schedule .
4 . 1 . 4 Less Affected by Labour Cost Increases
Since centainershippingemploys a larger amount of container
handling equipemtn , it does not seem to be seriously affected
by soaring labour costs .
4 . 1 . 5 Flexibilityof Stowageon Ship
Since cargo is stufifed and stripped in the container
freight stations , it is possible for the shipping companies
to load / dischargecontainerson rainy days . Except for cont -
ainers stuffed with dangerous or temperature controlled cargo ,
containerscan normally be placed either on - deck or below - deck .
But on a conventionalship , cargo cannot deliberatelybe placed
on - deck.
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4.1.6 Dess Mis-handling of Cargc
Since the volume of transpcrting unit is increascd,
mishandling of cargo is not to happen as it does in
couventional shipping.
4.1.7 Incxeased Productivity
It is abvious that the changeover froi a labour intensive
system. to an all-weathcr capital intensive system permits
the use of automated mechanization and the creation of new and
improved working systems leading to increased produuctivity/
4.2 Effects on Shippers and Consignees
How does containerization benefit Hong Kong shippers and
oonsignees? Cenerally, the benofite are not so dircct as they
are in other countries with great hinterlands where through
cransportation is a great advantage. In Hong Kong, 80 per
cent of shippers' consignments leaving Hong Kong are less than
a eontainer-load, and gbout 60 per cent are less than fire tons
per bill of lading (22), Take Sealand gs an example, which
has only 10 per cent of outbowid c on Lainers fully loaded ind
20 Ner cent of inbon d containers fully lo acled, Yet Ilona Kong
shippers and consignees, no doubt benefit from containerization
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to a certain extent. Here are some of the benefits.
4.2.1 Flexibility in Freight Rate
Although containerized shipping is capital intensive,
the ever increasing tendency of stevedora e cots will not
seriously.affect the cost of operation in containerized
shipping. As a result, because minimum stevedorage work is
required, contaiinerizetion can to a great cxttcnt stabilise the
cost of transportation for a long time. Thus shippers awe not
in a position of uncertainty in calculating costs
However,even though containerization will result in
considerablc eost saving, this does not neccssary mean freight
rate reduction is possible when shipping monopolies exist.
4.2.2 Savings from Shorter Transit Time
Faster door-to-door movements provide another source
of savings to shippers and consigueeso Containerization is
able to shorten delivery ti between the factor and the
consignee's premise. Shippers are able to receive their cargo
rithin a very short time. by using high-speed containerships
With specialised container equipment at the terminal and by
the truckin system on land. Since there is a shorter time
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betwcon the recaipt of an crder and its fulfillment,a lower
lovol of atock is feasible for both shippcrs and consignees.
Also, a considerable amount of interost charges can thus be
saved on the requirements for financing the flow of goods,
because of the faster tuxnover of capital. Furthexmore,
scheduled sexvice of containorships with a high degrcc of
punctuality reduees dolay, and thus saves moncy for shippcrs
and consignees.
Noreover, with shorter transit time for a voyage,ship-
ping companics are able to offer higher frequcncies of sailings
fith the smmo nchber of ships. Hence the inerease in gailings
ean redoce the acuteness of the shortage of werehousing space
becauso fo the low level of stook in the warchouses.
4.2.3 Reduction in Pilfexage, Damge or Loss of cargo
A major sourcc of savings lies in the extra protection
afforded by thc container itself frm sea watcr,pilferage,
brcakaze and contamination. sincc cargo is skilfully stuffod
in containers which are soalwd and wster proof,it can be
protectcd from such damage. In effect, the only chance that
such damage will occur is at the terminln or on the consignecs
or the shippers prcmiscs when cargo is packed or unpackand.Thus
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with trans portation of eargo from one place to another with
containers , it is much less likely that cargo will be pilfered
on damaged on its way .
4 . 2 . 4 Saving from Easy Packing
The contaiuer is protection itself . Since most of the
Hong Kong exported cargo consists of light industrial / commerical
commodities, cargo packed in cartons is probably adcquately pro -
tected . No wooden boxes ( or crates ) which are expensieveand
difficult to handle , and no labour for nailing , identifying
and fitting strappings to their are required . Cargo in cartons can
be easily stuffed and stripped in containers , and this tliminates
the need to take a long time to unpack wooden boxcs at destin -
ation . Containerscan be loaded onto trailers in a few minutes ,
compared with hours in the case of small wooden boxes . Thus
the savings on using cartons to replace wooden boxes are consid -
erable , and encouragingfor export trade .
4 . 2 . 5 Savings On Storage Expenses
In Hong Kong , the limitation of land makes storage space
at a premium. Shippers, in order to cut dowa storage costs ,
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tend to arrangetheir productionprogrammeto coincidewith
shipmentdates. Theywouldratherpay overtimelabourto
havethe goodsreadyfor shipmenton or two daysbefore
the arrivalof the intendedv ssel. To have the goodsready
in advanceand waitingi the werehouseis undesirable.
Shortagein shipmentmay occur, owingto unforeseeableproblems
until the last moment. Eventuallynot only the overtimecosts
are wasted, but extra costsand additionaltroublesarise such
as air - freightcostsand delayclaimsfromthe buyers.
In containershipping, a lo erperiodof free storage
is offeredby shippingcompaniesfor cargowhichis less contain-
er - load . Shipmentsof higgerquantity, such as garments, toys ,
plasticproductsand othercommericalgoods, thoughordered
by one exporterfo consignmentto one buyerabroadwouldstill
have to be manufacturedby severalfactories. Differentfactories
are thus responsiblefor sendingtheir goodsto the CFS for
consolidation. Thus the case of shortageof cargocan be reduced.
In the case of full / container- load cargo, the containercan be
deliveredto the factoryfor stuffingas soonas the cargois
ready, and returnedto the containeryard in the shippingcompany
until the intendedv sselarrives. In this case , storagecosts
areliminated.
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4.2.6 Sayings On Insurance
Insurance costs are dopendent on the risks of the
cargo throughout the transportation. First, containershipping
provides better stowage akill than that of conventional
ahipping. Cargo is earefully plenned and stowed into cont-
ainere and the containers arc loaded into containerships after
careful cousideration, As a result, statistics shows that the
incidence a coatainer cargo damaged through Condenstion occur-
ring inside the container by lack of ventilation or by sea-water
laaking into the container because of damage on the outer skin
durng the voyage, voyage, is very low. pilferage or non-delivery are
almost the voyage, is very low. Pilfexage or non-delivery are
loss have been almost eliminated. Second, cargo waiting for
loading onto conventional ship is normally placed in the ware-
house. This results in an over-concentration of value of goods
Possible lagc logs oan be ineurred in the event of fire or
other disasters. Howeverp in the case of containersaipping,
cargo is protected by the container which kept in a c ,ntainer
yard or stuffed in a large space in a container warehouse
They are water-proof and can be quickly moved away from danger.
Because of the possible speedy removal of containers from
terminals, there might well be reductions in the concentration
of velue of goods.
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4.2.7 Elimination of the Confused Situation in Conventional
shipping
In conventional shipping, cargo ready for shioment
usually arrives at the very last moment. This results in
rather a messy condition along the pier where cargo is scattered
here and there waiting for loading. At the same time, inbound
cargo may be also discharged from the ship and kept temperarily
on the same pier. All sorts of confusion of this type makes
lightermen, stevedores or checkers find it difficult to sort
things out. among this confusing variety of cargo, according
to the shipping orders.
In containershiooing, however, cargo is first gathered
in the container frcight station and stuffed in containers in
Order. Loading and dischraging of containers from ship are
performed according to the scheduled sequence. Cargo can be
properly serted and seynratad before consolidation. The
confused situation mentioned above is greatly reduced,due
to careful planning and control.
However, containerization also has some disadvantages.
first, shippers are having diffieultise in booking ship space
for cargo of lower freight rate, because containershipping
companics are apt to emphasis the revenue per container.
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This is especially true for the route between Japan and the
pacific west coast. second, shippers are at a disadvantage
when cargo is stuffed into containers by shippers, because
liability for loss or damage to the cargo is not clear from
a legal standpoint. shippers may be not able to obtain their
claims from insurance companics if cargo is subpectcd to have
been damaged during packing, Third, in the casc of LCLcargo,
shippers have to deliver the cargo in break bulk to the CFS.
consequently shippers are not able to save the packing and
handling charges imposed by shipping companies. Fourth, shippers
must boos the oxponooc of houling the wmpty containers to their
premiscs in the case of FCL cargo, and coosignees returning
the empty container to the shipping companies. This constitutes




The introduction of containershipping reduces the
number of ocean-going vessels cnering Hong Kong. In 1973,
7,210vessels came into Hong KOng, a decrecase of about two
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hundred ocean-going vessels. Lighters and barges which had
the most important means of delivering cargo to andbeen
froii vessels securing to the buoys in the harbour,were
drastically reduced. The Picture of scattered lighters
of barges around huge vesaels are no longer a oomuon scene.
The heavy harbour traffic has been lightened ever since the
4.3.2 Import/Export procedures of Commerce and Industry
departmenta
Containerization also has an effect on deparumental
impowt/export procedures in the Commerce and Industry
Department. Mere are the changes in procedures that have
been implemented.
1.Export licences are now able to be taken out several
days before the arrival of the c ont ainership, rather
than as in the past on the day of departure of the
carrying ship.
Applications for cortificates of origin and pre preference
(covering the bulk of exports of Hong Kong products)
need to be sumitted to the Commerce and Industry
Department up to. six days before the arrival of a




of the varrying ship as in the past.
3. shippers are roqyired to give notice to tho Inspcction
control one clear werking day in advance, for the inspection
of cargo which is subject to 100 per cent check by the
Commerce and Industry Departmcnt. The cargo and the related
inspection application are presented to the Dopartment's
Industry Assistant responsible for the inspection at the
approved freight station. After examination, the goods ar
vanned in containers and sealed by accredited representativc
of the shipping company in the presence of the Industry
Assistant. The ccrtificate application suitably endorsed
"Inspented" is returned to the shippers for submittal to
the certificate branch of theC.D.& I Department. For
inspectio of inbound cargo which os dutiablc, the same
procedure is followed.
Hence it is obvious that in order to have a smooth
iyspoction, officors of tho Department of commercc&Industry
should be stationed at cach freight station waiting for the
inspect call of shippeIs and consignecs.
4.4 Problems of containexization
though containershipping is more efficient and gconomical
comparded to convcntianal shipping, its development inevitably
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leads to some undesirable impact or problems in diffarent
areas.
4.4.1 Barge nd Lighrer Industry Problems
Tho introduction of containerslmipping seduces the use
of barges and lighters as a means of intermediate transportaion.
Business in this industry has dwindled since 1970, In 1973, there
was a drrastic deerease of 30-50 per cent in business. There
were two main causes:
(1) In the pasty Hong Kong exported articles, textile commodities
garments, plastic products and many other finished products.
Tbooe wore tmansported to ships in the harbour by lighters
or barges. However, in recent years, Hong Kong shippers
and consignees have adopted container-shipping to take
moan wage of its convenience and avoiding damages.
(2) In addition, the impact of international inflation and
the general economic z3ndition of Hong Kong are also
rospensible for a large numLer of barge and lighter companies
ceasing their business, The reason why lighters and barges
on a means of transportation have not been phased out
completely during these few years is that there is still
a large amount of cargo which needs to be transported from
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CantGi1, Ti ntsin and Shanghai 9 rni1e t3,+ uZ vai
have 4,-itch d to transporting construction material
,and r,t` Iof eonst,l: ac't LC11 Companies.
442 :j'a±:?ic rob1e'aS
At i-r4.jsen t tho e are no rest-)Victio?ls on ,,,t1e movement
car ope ,t_ton e l a1:ge andlong trailers on public roads
in Hong tKconf, Container vehicles can be registered and.
1.°°:' in t e 3:1C?'3: l ay under the Road,, Traffic (Reg.-
istration and Licensing of Vehicle=) regulations, but certain
special per=pits are necessary for vehicles that are of
Thus, there is no legal3 r n 7,,`?_ t:. n r 3? t-) r 0, .un e n s i l n s c
4. v. Ril-Cr llnle-:38V.J, of the tr,
special permits are obtained from the Colanissioner of Tran--
sportation. However, due to the use of 40-foot containers,
which are now the economic uiiit, trucks need more sweep area
to ,urn a corner, This gill block lanes on-roads that can
be used by other traffic„ Furthermor_ e, tractors with trailers
=1 or! GF1in-, dischar 1:ig purposes 1
4, tL'-
goods cluttering up the £actratA will create barriers to
pedestrians and further deteriorate traffic conditions. This
-type of problem becomes serious because of the limitation
of roads in Hong Kong and the frequent.traffic congestion
i,i every part of Hong Kong during the day-time hours, It is not
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likely that legislation may be introduced to rostrict
the movementof containersto the night - time hours in
the near future /
4 . 4 . 3 ContainerShertage Problems
Hong Kong shipping companies have been facing the
problems of container shortage since the middle of 1973 .
When a carrying ship arrives , and consigneesflock to the
terminal to claim their shipments , the scramble for containers ,
already quite keen , is even more frantic . Since the beginning
of 1974 , the ewisis has been apparent and really critical .
The mainnspringis implicitly the fact that the expansion of
trade , as well as the increased shift of conventionalshipping
to containerizationhave created an upsurge in the demand for
containers . In the past , shipping companies found that about
two sets of containerswas adequate for operation . 1 But now
the same nember cannot meet the increasing demand for containers .
For example , Orient Overseas Container Lines , Sealand Orient
Ltd . , and some other containershippingcompanies with nearly
the same number of sets of container have already had difficul -
ties . 2
1 A containershipof 700 containers should have more than three
set of containersfor circulation. That is 2 , 100 centainers.
2 Orient Overseas ContainerLines has only about 1 . 8 sets of
containerswhile Sealand Orient Ltd . has about 2 . 2 sets .
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companics which have inadequate containers have
appronched container manufacturers formore containers,
However, container manufacturcrs are also faced with their
problems of raw material shortage. Aluminium, which is
the nommal majn material for manufacturing containers,has
increased its price more than 30 Ter cent since 1973.
container manufacturers are reluctant to produce large
quantities, when they are not willing to be tied down to
a fixed price contract, fearing that inflation will reduce
their profit,or even put thom at a loss.(25,jan.,1974)
still,in egse the containor manufactunors are willing to
accept orders, they still need a long time to produce the
containers. Usually it takes eight months for an order to be
filled. It is therefore impossible for containershipping
companies to solve thcir problems of containex shortage
right away. As a result, the container shortagc is likely to
continue to exist as long as container companics cxpand by
having more large contaiperships and foreign trade in Hong
Kong continucs to grow steadily.
4.4.4
Labour andManpower PROBLCM
containerization, with its capital intensity, has a
problem due to the additional aggravation in transferxing
labour from the docks to contaiuer freight station.
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containerization created a mistrust of the companies by
dookers since the company reduced the labour cost and
increased efficiency through mechanizatior by getting rid
of irregularities of labour,its lack of speed,mistakes
and limited hours;however, the companies did this without
recognising that productivity should be bumanized. For
example,tho number of dockers has been reduced drastically in
the Hong kong and Kowloon whart &godown co.,Ltd. Since
November 1973, mis-management of unemployed dockers has
fesulted a slow down in operation and domonstrations against
the company's decision. Both the companya and the dockers first
refused to meet and to negotiate. Later, when the company
continued to ternipaie 200 more dockers and oers workers
the situation became worse. However,negotiation were oopened
through the mediation of the Labour Department,and finally
as the company was willing to pay one million dollars (Hong
Kong)in unomploymentcodpensation to some 200dockers,
an agreement was reached in February1974.
Fortunately,therehavebeenootherlabourdisputesin
Hong Kong since the beginning of containerization. However,
potential labour disputes and unrest are still existent,
even though dockers in smaller dockyards or warchouses cither
have shifted to other occupations or received short training
as lift-truck drivers(35,February 27,1974).
Doubtlessly containerization offers new employmcnt
opprtunities to Hong Kong. The technological change has
created in shipping companies a greater need for workers with
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either better educational back y:ccnnds or skills. The
number of middle management personnel tonds to increase
in order to cope with the more complex control methods.
Tractors and equipment operators are also needed in the
process o mechanization, They need to have better skills
in. handling special equipment. Although the problem of the
shertage of specific manpower can be dealt with by providing
more training opportunities by shipping companies,keen
competition between shipping companies, and critical short-
age of manpower often result in labour pirating among
companies. Many shipping companies which spend years to
train middle manaqerg gnd gmerators aus at groat loss whan
their workers or staff are pirated.
As a result, training is not able to completely solve
the problem of rannower shortage facing shipping companies
in Hong Kong becaa se of the high mobility of labour in the
form of pirating. At present, the problem of manpower
shortage us stukk orevakebt,
4.4.5 Container insurance Problems
Generally speaking insurance companies welcome
the advent of containerization, However, problems arise
ns to wher e the liability for damage or loss should begin
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and end, and. who should be responsible for tine aumage
or loss during the transportation. It is because with
containers it is hard to sho ti sere loss occurred, and
therefore it is difficult for insurance companies to press
claim against shipping companies or the operators, who
contract out of liability of the majority of the carriage.l
Losses from full container-load containers which
arrive with seals intact, obviously arise from short shipment
Knowing this, the shipping companies or oporators avoid.
liability by adding a pbrases 'Shippers' Load and Coont"
on the Bill of Lading whereas with conventional break bulk
cargo they cannot do so.
In the case of lcss container-load eargo,loss and
damage, claims are settled in the same way as with convent-
ional cargo. Despite all claims, no matter they ave,
recoverable or not, there has been a dramatic fall in the
incidouce of loss and damage, owing to the cffeetiveness
of containerization as a tool of loss control.
it is, however, recognized that su,.ai.ned hea - losses
are attributable to other shipping companies or operators
who move containers by means of a general purpose vessel
with inadequate equipment and a poor system of control. Thus
a differentiation between these two types of companies or
1In Hong Kong a shipping company may not have a terminal of
its own Hence it has to become a common user of a Public
Terminal such as Hong Kong Kowloon Wharf & Godown Co., Ltd,
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operators is made, so that differentiated premiyms
ean be imposcd.
Likewisn, in conventional shipping,cargo can be
stowed either on deck or below deck. Differential premiums
are charged for cargo shipped on deck, which are far more
prono to damago doxing a voyago.However,if the vessel
is a contcinoxohip, containoxs are not looked upon as
bcing shippod on dook or below deck, but rather are looked
upon as a container shipment which is a completc catity.
In case the vesscl is a conventional ship, which has not
been specially constructed to carry containers, a differential
promium will fppl;and eawgo will dofiuitoly bo lookod upon
as cither shipped cn deck or below dcck. shippers must
make sure whcther theix cargo will be shipped on deck or
below deck before they insure their cargo. In case the
cargo inoured as a container shipmont is found to have bccn
shippcd on the deck of a conventional ship and damaged
during the voyage ,the insurancc company is not liable to
componsation for Loss or damage.
4.4.6 Documentation and BadkingProblems
Problems normally appoar to be focusd on a purely
ocean Bill of Lading, different from & combined Transport
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Bill of Leding, which specifically covers plural scgments
of the through movement.It is quito a commion practice in
containershipping for a Bill of Lading to be isaued as soon
as the cargo is recoived, either loose at a freight station
or sent to the terminal in a container packed by the shipper
at his premiscs, Thes Dills of Lading are "Received for
shipment". Dills of Lading rather than "Shipped"or"on
Board"Bills ofLeding. Hence problemsariso when banks
will not accopt "Received for shipmont" Bills of Lading
unless thcy are stipulatcd in the lcttor of crodit.This
is hecause cargo is only rcceived at a terminal, but not
yet actually loaded on ship. The liability of shipping
compenics is not govarned by he torms of "Received for
shipment" Bills of Lading tntil che cargo is shipped on board.
Therofore, once the ahipping companics issue the Bills of
Lading, the liability commences and banks will accept them.
of courec, much woold depend on the terms of the
relevant insurasce policy,so that it would clearly be in
the best interests of the consignce to be ccrtain in each
case exactly where the liability lies by reference to the
particular Bill of Lading issued and the condition otipulated
in the insurance policy.
Another problem arises whed containers are packed
by the shipper or his represcntative.The connotation
"shipper Load and count"is put on the Bill of Lading,and
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the contonts of the packages are purely the shipper ' s
declaration. 1 In the event of shortage or damage , the
shipping companies will accept any liability unless it
is conclusivelyproved that the loss / damage took place while
the container was in the shipping companies : care and the
container itself was damaged . In such case , the bank
will not accept this particular Bill of Lading unless the
terms are stated in the letter of credit , and a report by
the measureror surveyor , who acts as a third party to
coung and inspact the cargo , is accompanizedwhen approaching
the bank .
Therefore , it is important that exporters or shippers
should list all the necessary conditions when accepting
order so that importers are able to include the terms on
the letter of credit .
1 The clause " Shippers: Load and Count " is usually applied
to bulk cartons where because of bulk loading conditions ,
the shipping company has no way of knowing the exact
quantity or weight loaded into their particular vessel .
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5.0 CONCLUSION
Generally speaking, Hong Kong's shipping industry
has successfully gone through the transition from conventional
shipping to containerized shipping. However, as we have
indicated previously in this study, door-to-door transportatio
has fallen flat. This reduces the benefits of contaerization
that carriers, consignees, and shippers can enjoy. On the
basis of our study, we offer the following suggestions as
possible solutions to some of the problems which have arisen
from the development of containerization in Hong Kong.
5.1 Suggestions to Operators and Shipping Companies
5.1.1 Compureterization
As mentioned in Chapter 3, containerization leads to a
more complicated equipment control system and a more complex
inter-departmental document flow. We feel that the introduction
of a computerized system is necessary. At present, only a few
shipping companies are using the computer to stores process,
and desseminate large quantities of information for accounting
purposes and for documentation, such as cargo handling records,
freight bills, disposition sheet of containers, bills of lading
etc. However, none of the companies makes good use of the
computer for equipment control. Terminal operators or
shipping companies could make good use of an automatic cont-
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tainer identification sysyem(ACIS)(41) which was first
introduced at Sealand Service Ltd. in the United States.
Under this system, colour-coded labels are mounted on
front and both sides of every container. Colour strips on
oach labol ropresont the identification number of a particular
container. When trailers are moving into and out of the
terminal or yard, a fixcd optical scanning device located
at the ontrance and exit gate of the terminal eaads the label
of cach container and automatically passes a singal to a
decoder which translates the codcd data on the labcl, to the
proper trailer number which is then fed into the computer.
The computer will add or subtract the trailer from the yard
inventory depending on whether it is entering or leaving the
terminal or yard.
In the parking aroa of containers, a mobile scanning
device mounted on a car is employed to update periodically
the number of trailers in the parking location within the
yard. Therefore, loss of containers when loading ships
rarcly oecurs. It is reportod that adoption of the automated
container idenytification system is being conidered by several
shipping companies in Hong kong, and we feel that the introd-
uction of such a system would be a great improvement.
5.1.2 The Use of Large Ships
At present, there is a world-wide trend towards using
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the largest feasible containerships in service to achieve
a higher volume of carryin capacity for cargo with a lower
cost per container. This is logical and the trcnd should
expand to Hong Kon, because containerized shipping requires
only a very short in-port time, and there is a very steady
increase in the international traded In the Past, the
practice of using lame break bulk ships was dissipated
by the long in-port time. Doubling a cargo liner's capacity
would almost double the in-port time with the conventional
handling method (13), Moreover, the industry was so frag-
mented that no single carrier had sufficient volume to take
the advantagc of large ship.
5,1.3 Fair Labour Practices
In IIIong Kong labour unrest in some shipping companies,
or among operators, has been due mainly to employers' unfair
labour practices, Among mcny different unfair labour pract-
ices, the unemployment of present workers due to no fault of
their own (mostly due to the fact that containerization
requires fewer workers), would especially harm labour-manag-
ement relations in the period of transition from conventional
to containerized shipping. Tbus we suggest a careful plan
to prevent this type of practice
Pirst, for senior workers, early retirement could be
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arranged 9 This i s one o' the common methods of reducing
the orh force when technological changes touch off
decreased manpower requirements. They would be able to
0114j D1111 legitimate pen ion and other compen sa ticn w en
retjred Second, retraining of workers is necessay.
training programs tomanegement should set up not only
train the young,but also the old workers, tobut alao the old weviers, so Luaulle end
manage container equipment and facilities. In addition,
rotation of jobs among various departments could be adopted
to give orkurs competence in performing different kinds
performing
of jobs. Finally, management could also :try to relocate
workers with appropriate compensation from other companies
gh the help of the Labour Departmentor industries through the
if possible.
5.1.4 Integration of Shipping Cornpanies
In order to achieve better utilization oll' private
terminals, there is a tsndency towards the integration of
shipping companies in the form of full. merger or. joint
operating agreement. For example, the Kowloon Container
Warehouse Ltd. at Berth Teo, Kwai Chung, originally formed
by, four shipping companies, will probably consist of seven
A. or morein the near future.
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5.1.5 Better Planning for Coping with the Container
Shortage Problems
The problem of container shortage cannot be overcome
in a short time. Many shipping companies, especially those
small ones, arc busily engaged in tackling the container
shortage problem on day--to--day basis, They tend to neglect
long-term planning, whicb is necessary if an assurance of
a continuous supply of containers is expected.
In long-term planning, foreeasts of the supply and
demand for ocean transportation on each route are usually
made by the particular companies, Dased on the forecast
of market share, a company is able to purchase or lease the
rocuired n..11ber of containers for future development, we
propose that in purchasing containers, companies should not
place their orders for containers with only one container
manufacturer. They should diversify their purchases with
several container manufacturers to ensure more reliable
suoolies of containers.
5.2 Suqiestioils to he Government
Shipping companies alone can by no means nape an
expeditious development of containerization without the
assistance of the Government. In the pasty the Hong Kong
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zioi7ed. itself to be passive and hesitant in
e pedi ink the development of containerization. More
?ene i s 1 lft have teen achieved if the Government had
given more assistance during the development phase of
cont innerization. T+herefore, it is su gested that the
C overnnieii., c uld ake ,pure active role by initial ng
the folloIving schemes:
,..... fLpp. opris iOi1 of Isofe Cl own Land for fore Ilodern
Warehouses
Even thou h the transition has bccn going sinooti-ay
1 ro i conventional to contaiex'ia ec? silippii1 in on i oilL,
related industries are not adapting enough to parallel
he develorrient. ','i'Crehouses are late to convert into modern
container warehouses with multistoreys. In our opinion,
the d.evelo1.1cn of Krai Chung s-LaoUlU Je cor_ pan'= ca 0-v, the
building of more i_iodern warehouses so that consignees would
be able to enjoy lovv,er -+,ora e charges when containers are
stored in container warehouses or other warehouses nearby.
How-,,ever, this has been hampered by the inavailability of
land near the terminals.
5.2.2, Initiation of Road and {fail Construction
hung Kon llas poor 111gi1Yiay anu e ipress'uy couniec Lo 1uu.
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to allow for swift movement of containers, despite the
good ccations of some of the container terminals.
Long-term planning is needed in city design, parallelin
the.developrent of raod. and rail systems. In the future,
when satellite cities and industrial towns are planned,
roads should be widened so as to allow truck of total length
of 60 feet to sweep a corner easily.
Expressways linking Dwai Chung with other industrial
districts such as Sun Po Kong and Kwun Tong should be
constructed. 0n Bong Kong Island, more flyovers connecting
Noron Point and Ohai Wan have reduccd traffic congestion on
King's Boad, Furthermore, the tunnel recently under const-
ruction, linking happy Valley and Aberdeen, will shorten the
transit time considerably.
The increasing role long Kong plays as an entrepot
for China's exports to the United States makes it necessary
for Hong Bong tov construct a new railway connecting Kwai
Chung Terminals and the Icowloon-Canton Railway at Shatin.
Re-exports can be directly delivered to the terminals at
Kwai Chung and stored in the container. yard waiting for the
intended vessel. The construction of this railway needs
the co-operation of the People's Republic of China, the
long Kong Government and the terminal operators( or shipping
compuries). It is reported that the People's Republic of
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China has alreucy agreed that re-exports from China, which
are to be shieoed to the U.S.A., will be delivered by
Sealand Orient btd. when the roilway is available.
5.2.3 Building and Reconstruction of Factories
In bail ling now factorios, consideration must be
given to parking plaoes and platforms to facilitate container
trailers' parking loading, and unloading cargo. The Government
in our opinion should remind engineers to include space for
vital facilities such as parking in the original plan so as
to avoid any unnecessary, demolition and reconstruction in
the area after the factories are built. In this way, shippers
and consignees would he able to benefit from door-to-door
transportation. Furthermore, the Government should also
take an active Part in advi factory owner on reconstruct-
ing or remodeling their factories, to facilitate container
cargo handlins.
5,2,4 Provisicnn of Iiore Common-User Terminals for Small
Shippin Companies
Owing to the increasing shipping movements in Hong
Kong and the domination of the present Kwai Chung terminals
by consortia, inadequate space for cormlon-user terminals is
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a problem despite efforts. tcwards further expansion. Sice
small shipping companics find it uneconomical to own thcir
own terminale. difficulties in storing containers and
schedul in vessels result. In order to protect the interests
of rsary of these small shippin companies, more common-user
terminals are needed At Kwai Chung, since none of the
three berths is a common-user terminal, we suggest that
the proposed Berths Four and Five, Adjacent to Berth Three
be ,hut up as common-user terminals. This will be possible
only if tine Government comes forward to negotiate with the
developers who intend to construct the two sites at Kwai
ChunS
5.2.5 Research by the Marine Department
Containerization is definitely growing without stagnation,
However in IIong Kong, research on marine operation is primitive.
The present Cargo Handling Unit of the Department has not shown
itself to be-very productive since its establishment.
Finally, it is our opinion that the Government and the
developers should constantly be aware of techuological advance-
ment, but that they cannot rely too much on the findings of
research conducted by other countries, which may noj be applica-
ble to the local situation. It is necessary, therefore, for the
Marine Department to conduct, research pertinent to Hong Kong
so that advice based on the results of the research can be made
to shippers, consignees s and the management of terminals.
Research on cargo handlings techniques, and simpl ilicotion
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of Go Gocuiemts should olso be carried out, aiming at lower
ational eobts highor orricionoy,
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（ 货 箱 動 流 表 格 ）
CONTAINSR MOVEMENT SLIP
( 拖 車 總 號 ) （ 日 期 ）
TRAOTOR NO DATE
（ 時 間 ）
HOUR
( 收 貨 情 況 ) （ 有 貨 ） （ 空 箱 ） ( 於 )
PICK UP LD MT AT
（ 目 的 地 ）
SPOT AT
（ 司 機 須 填 妥 此 表 ）
DRIVER TO COMPLETE
( 任 務 )
ASSIGNMENT PEPFORMANCE
( 開 工 時 間 ) （ 收 工 時 間 ）
TIME START TIME FINISH
Form 11
此 表 須 交 回 進 派 員 ， 完 成 任 務 后 ， 立
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Form 15
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Ex Vessel. ' Voy....
all charges beyond end of ships tackle for account of
cargo. Vessel or Agents assume no responsibility for
security delivery or damageto cargo after delivery to
receiving agency.
Expected to arrive
ALL DAMAGED CARGO WILL BE
SURVEYED ONBOARD THE VESSEL
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APPENDIX B
PORT FACILITIES IN HONG KONG
(A) Common User Terminals
1) The Hongkong & Kowloon Wharf & Godown Co.,Ltd
This facility, with a quay length of 1,500 feet
and a depth of water alongside of 32 feet, has a total
area of 15 acres. There are sheds having a total area
of 120.000 squave feet and an open marshalling area for
contairne of ri acres. It i equipped with a. 25-ton
Paceco Container Gantry Crane with an outreach of 104 feet
and a back-reach behin 1 the rear rail of 42 feet. Other
handiing cquipmont comprises tLree 30 ton Paceco mobile
yard and gantry cranes, 8 mobile cranes of capacity of
between 2 and S tons and 24 Nissan 61Tc tractors.
Cover od spice will be increased by a further 60, 000
square feet. The terminal is used by the American Mail
Lines, Bar or, Knutsen, PPe1, the American President Lines,
and the Overseas Orient Container. Lines.
2) The lGnI:ong and Whampoa Dock Terminal
This facility, with a quay length of 500 feet
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has a total area of about 6 acres e It is equipped
with a 30-ton Mitocn pacooe low profile container
gantry crane for general cargo because the terminal
is sitnebed close to Kai Tck Intorautional Airport.
The suay will be extebded to a length of 65c foot
and the area doubled. It is understood that a.
further 1,000 feet of qaay may be added. There is
a transit shod with an area of 60,000 square feet,
which could be converted to a container freight stat-
ion. This facility at present handles from convent-
ional vessels and other handling equipment is said to
in lude a side loader, two straddle carriers mobile
crane and forklifts.
3) Northo Point Wharves Ltd
This cornpaty operatos the North Point Cotainer
Terminal on Hong Kong Island and a storage area at
Kwun Tong, Kowloon. The two terminals are connected
by a fleet of nine specially riesi ncd lighters having
a total capacity of 108 40-foot or 270 20-foot
containers. The company also operates a fleet of ten
tractors with 20-40-foot chassis and 10 20-foot chassis.
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(a) North Point Container Terminal:
This facility has a quay length of 1,200 feet
with a containcr marshalling area of 3 acres. There is
a depty a longside of 30 feet. The fecility is equipped
with two 30-ton Butter Scotch derrick cranes with an
dutreach of 125 feet mounted on rail and equipped with
spreaders. There is a reach behind the rear rail of 80
feet, other handling equipment comprises one 30-ton
ve1met Mobile yard container crane, a mobile crane with
60-foot jib, and forklifts.
(b)Kwnm Tons Torminal:
Tbis facility has sufficient length of quay and
depth alongaide to accommodate barges. It is equipped
with 35-ton fixed Butter Scotch derrick crane with an
outreach of 75 f eeto Other handling equipment comprises
onc Lanccr Boss forklift. Theve is a total area of ten
acres 8,5 acres of which are available for container
storage and marsha ling services.
4) Pacific Container and Godown Co.,Ltd.
It is situated at Yautozg Bay to the East of Kowloon near
Kwun Tong. This facility handles part container vessels.
There is a storage area for about 180 20-foot, with a
container repair service.
(B) Container nominal at Kwai Chun;
i) Berth One
This berth is operated by the Modern Terminal Limitec
This .facility2 with a quay length of 1,000 feet and a
depth of water alongside of 40 feet, has a total area of
37 acres. There is a marshalling area of 705,150 square
feet, a parking area of 93,925 square feet, and a chassis
parking area of 173,784 square feet The container frcigt
station litis an tire a oa. «-», .l u- o square Acnro© Yk o terminal
is also equipped with two Hitachi 35—ton quay cranes with
o° feet travelling length Other handling equipment
comprises 12 straddle carriers, 3 mobile cranes, and 54
forklifis,
Berth One serves the Trip group, a container shipping
consortium that pools the resources oi five lines from
three nations-— Britain, West Germany and Japan The lines
are Oversea Container Ltd,fBritain), Ben Line Containers
Ltd, (Britain), Hapag-Llcyd ( West Germany ), and Mitsui-
0SK and Nippon Yuesen Kaislia (japan).
2) Berth Two
This berth is operated by Kowloon Container Warehouse
Co,, Ltd, This facility , with a quay length of 810 feet
and a depty length alongside of 40 feet, has a total area
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of 25 acres . The terminal is equiooed with two
Paceco gantry cranes , two trsutainors , and many
forklifts .
Berth One serves several lines , which are the
Japan Lines , the ' K ' Lines , the Zim Lince , and the
Oyama Lines .
3 ) Berth Three
This berth , which is operated by the Sealand
c nt l , in the lexgost in orea at Kwai Chung .
This fecility , with a quay length of 1 , 000 fect and
a depth of watcr alongsideof 40 feet , has a total
area of 32 acres . The marshallingyard and the marine
yard enables the parking of shout 800 chassis . It is
at present equipped with three Paceco gantry cranes ,




ASSDSSIENT OF DBMURRAGE IN PORT TEI-UP1
Whore tha consignee is pwevented from removing the contgimers
with aargofrom OY by fagtors beyond his contxol, sueh as, but
net limiiind to, Iongshoremen's strikes, trucking strikes or
weather conditions which affect the entire port area or a subst-
antial portion thereof.
Or rnccre the consignee is prevented from removing the coat-
ainers by a lcngshore ens' rikce which ailec:ts only one pier or
less than a substantial portion of the port area,
In either event free time anti demurrage will be calculated
and demurrage assessed, ws follows:
(1) Containers en Free Time at corrsencement of Port Tei--up
a. Free tin-le will be extended for a period equal to the
duration of the port tie-up
b. In the case of a longshorean's strike whieh exccgds
five (5) days in duration, this extended free time
will :c further extended by an additional jporiod of
five (5) days, exclusive of Saturday, Sunday, and
legal holidays provided the container is actually
removed by the con lgnea within the additional five
(5) days period or as provided under appointment
system referred tc. in (3) below. Otherwise, the
1 This Appendix is abridged from a document of one of the shipping
companies where we received orientation..
additional extension is nullified and demurrage will
• -nee ujsn termination of the free time as calcul-
ated in (1)a aheve e
(2) Containers in the first demurrage period at commencement
of port tie-up
a Demurrage will continue to be assessed but the first
demurrage period, will be extended fox1 a period equal
to the duration of the port tie-up
b In the case of a longshoremen1s strike exceeding
five (5) days in duration, the extended first demurrage
period will bo further extended by fn additional
period of five (5) calendar days provided the cont¬
ainer is actually removed by the consignee within
the additional five-day period cr as provided under the
Appointment System referred to in (3) below Other¬
wise the additional extension is nullified and the
second period will commence upon the termination of
the first demurrage period as calculated in (2)a above.
(3) Appointment System
If pursuant to an appointment acceptable to both
the carrier and consignee the container is actually
removed by the consignee that the container is available
for pick-up and readily accessibly, time will bo extended
for not more than twenty-four hours bpyond the additional
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free time or Gcnurrage period referred to in (1) and
(2) above.
4) Coutainors in Bhe second or any succeedinu
poriod av oouencemont of port tiemop
Dormnoaso vill continee to bc assossod but charged
xoduood to the first demurrege period charges for the
duration of thA port tie-up upon the tarnination of the
tie-up charges will rcvert to those of the demurrage
period when. the port tie-up cowmencedo.
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APPXNDIX D
wusds ELOTLRG L OST YIM IN PORT
1) Late Vcacol Aurival Dolays
a. Vessal late dooking










l. Hyalic oentrol oirouit
m. Gantry hauling winch
n. Jibs fails to raise, lower or lock properly
o. Time lost while other cranes is broken down over the side
p. Loss of fuel
q. Loss of electrical power
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r.per2onel injury




d. Electrical control circuit
e.Hydraulic control circuit





k.close of power from utility company
l.oebbonnel injury





5)Trailer, Chassis, or Cargo Delays
a.Box bung in cell or damaged so sprender does not fis.
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b. Rigging/unrigging emergency lifting gear
c. Corner eastings fail to fit spresd bars
d. Trailers or chassis fail to arrive on time or improper
sequcnce




b Trim of vesscl requires spreader adjustment
7) Wea ber Delays
a. Excessive wind
b, Rain
c. Snow or ice
8) Guarantee Time
a. At the end of normal week period
b. Others
9) Atiscellancous Delays
a, Using crane to load stores, supplies or machinery
b. Inspection or repair to tank tops, hatch covers or
guide angles









aCompulaory extra move nocessary to discharge boxos from
that Port
12) Reload Move




Bill of Lading. An official detailed receipt given by a tran-
sport company to the person consigning goods,
by which the company makes itself responsible
for the saf a delivery of the goods to the
consignee.
Broken Stowage - The waste and loss of space caused by irregul.
arity in the size and shape of packages
Bulk- Cargo is said to be stowed in bulk when it is stowed
loose instead of being loaded into containers.
Car Seal or Container Seal- Used in conjunction with locking
mechanism in order to seal containers.
Normally, such seals are numbered
and their reference made a part of
covering documentations,
Cellular- Vessel-Ship specially constructed for the stowage fox
cargo containers in vertical stacks or cells
Maximum six high.
Chassis- A frame with Wheels with devices for locking containers
on, so that containers are moved over--the-road,
Consolidate- To combine cargo from more than one shipper or
supplier into one container for one consignee.
Container Freight Station (CFS)-- The location maintained by a
carrier or shipping company
for assembly or distribution
of shipment into or out of
carrier's containers.
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Container Yard- Area where large-scale container handling and
storage facilitios are availablc, generally
diving access to two modes of transportation.
Corner stackings - Hardware locatcd on top and bootom of a container
container corder post used for handling and
securing a container. They must confirm to
standard dimensions.
Devanning - Removal. of contents from a container( soletimcs called
stripping or discharing).
Gantry Crane-- Special heavy duty crane, for handling containers in
out of vessels.
Intermodal(literally berwoen modes )-- Used to denote ability of
containers to change from
truck to ship in any order
Packing - The essembly of items ina snipping container, incluaing
the necessary supports, cushioning, dessieants,etc.
and the weather--proofing, strapping and ruarking of the
container
Spreader- A device used for handling (lifting) containers by their
corncr fittings.
Straddle carrier - A truck capable of picking up and carrying a
container within its own f raine work
Straddle Crane A crane running on tracks or wheels usuaily spanning




Terminal- A depot usually inland. where containers are brought
for devanning
Trailcr - Uaed to describo a container together with a removable
chassis.
Tonnage-- The word ton is a description connoting weight. However,
the measurement of this weight can cary. We have a long
ton of 2240 pounds and short ton of 2000 pounds. And
a metric ton is 2204.6 pounds
Weight Ton, Or Measurement Ton - A measurement ton is 20 cubic feef.
Freight rates outbound from country
are usually quoted on a weight or
measurement basis, whichever bring
the greater revenue to the shipping
companies. Cargo of such a nature
that a long ton stows in less then
40 cubic feet is known as deadweight
cargo and, in most instance, pays
freight one , weigut bagis. Cargo of
which one long ton occupies 40 cubic
feet or more is known as measurement
cargo. The freight actually assessed
the line is known as a freighted, or
revenue ton.
Unpacking- unloading goods from containers
Vannina - Loading( or tuffing) of containers
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1香
港
貿
柜
運
輸
發
展
之
探
討
游
漢
明
序
言
貨
柜
運
輸
是
海
上
運
輸
的
一
項
新
發
展
。
自
一
九
六
六
年
開
始
，
這
種
新
的
運
輸
方
法
向
香
港
進
軍
。
經
過
八
年
的
時
間
，
香
港
現
已
成
為
遠
東
貨
柜
運
輸
的
中
心
。
但
由
於
環
境
的
因
素
，
貨
柜
運
輸
對
香
港
的
影
響
未
必
與
其
他
先
進
國
家
盡
同
。
因
此
，
作
者
及
以
香
港
貨
柜
發
展
為
研
究
對
象
，
探
究
其
發
展
過
程
中
所
面
臨
之
困
難
與
可
行
之
解
決
方
法
。
同
時
，
作
者
又
希
冀
此
項
研
究
之
結
果
，
可
作
為
國
際
貿
易
商
人
之
參
考
資
料
，
又
供
進
一
步
2研
究
者
之
用
。
作
者
曾
至
數
間
圖
書
館
搜
集
資
料
，
並
以
一
個
月
時
間
，
訪
問
海
陸
東
方
貨
櫃
運
輸
有
限
公
司
及
東
方
海
外
貨
櫃
運
輸
有
限
公
司
各
級
管
理
人
共
員
，
觀
察
其
站
內
之
貨
櫃
操
作
，
以
作
為
撰
□
本
文
之
根
據
。
研
究
背
景
香
港
經
濟
的
發
展
與
海
上
運
輸
彼
此
息
息
相
關
，
這
點
可
以
從
香
港
海
上
運
輸
歷
史
，
進
入
本
港
的
海
洋
船
隻
，
以
及
每
年
對
外
貿
易
總
額
三
者
間
的
關
係
中
看
□
。
3至
於
香
港
需
要
實
施
貨
櫃
運
輸
之
原
因
，
不
外
乎
下
列
二
種
原
因
：一
自
一
九
六
六
年
以
來
，
世
界
貨
櫃
船
的
權
目
與
世
界
各
地
的
貨
櫃
港
口
日
漸
增
加
。
香
港
既
為
北
大
西
洋
綫
，
美
國
─
日
本
綫
，
以
及
歐
洲
─
日
本
綫
的
必
經
之
路
，
若
香
港
不
實
施
貨
櫃
運
輸
，
則
貨
櫃
船
隻
將
不
會
途
經
香
港
。
這
對
香
港
的
海
上
運
輸
與
香
港
經
濟
將
有
很
大
的
打
擊
。
二
由
於
日
本
各
港
口
之
人
工
直
綫
上
升
，
運
輸
公
司
為
減
低
成
本
，
乃
將
日
本
在
遠
東
貨
櫃
運
輸
中
所
居
之
總
站
地
位
轉
移
至
香
港
。
它
們
之
選
擇
香
港
，
乃
由
於
香
港
位
置
適
中
，
工
資
較
日
4本
廉
宜
工
人
勤
奮
，
勞
資
關
係
簡
單
，
所
得
稅
低
，
且
政
府
極
少
干
涉
。
香
港
本
身
感
覺
需
要
實
施
貨
櫃
運
輸
始
於
一
九
六
六
年
。
當
時
香
港
政
府
曾
指
派
一
貨
櫃
運
輸
委
員
會
，
研
究
是
否
可
以
建
造
一
個
貨
櫃
碼
頭
。
該
委
員
會
主
張
在
葵
涌
留
出
九
十
畝
尚
未
售
出
的
海
床
地
段
，
用
以
建
造
一
個
能
夠
容
納
四
個
船
席
的
貨
櫃
碼
頭
，
希
望
可
容
納
八
五
○
呎
長
的
貨
櫃
船
，
且
另
外
留
出
二
十
八
畝
土
地
，
供
未
來
擴
展
之
用
。
一
九
六
八
年
，
工
務
處
工
務
科
己
開
始
對
這
項
計
劃
著
手
研
究
其
可
行
性
。
一
九
六
九
年
，
工
務
處
建
議
工
程
分
三
個
階
段
進
行
預
算
需
費
美
金
八
千
四
百
萬
元
。
這
5四
個
船
席
所
佔
的
地
區
共
計
一
二
五
英
畝
，
碼
頭
前
面
的
土
地
計
四
千
呎
，
鼓
勵
私
人
發
展
並
經
營
碼
頭
。
一
九
七
○
年
，
政
府
開
始
標
售
該
段
官
地
及
葵
涌
海
床
，
標
售
結
果
於
該
年
八
月
底
公
佈
。
第
一
號
船
席
由
摩
登
貨
櫃
基
地
公
司
（
Ｍ
Ｔ
Ｌ
）
取
得
；
第
二
號
船
席
由
九
龍
貨
櫃
貨
倉
有
限
公
司
死
得
；
第
三
號
由
海
陸
東
方
公
司
取
得
；
第
四
號
船
席
則
未
能
售
出
。
自
簽
約
承
造
後
，
初
步
工
程
進
行
十
分
順
利
。
一
九
七
一
年
初
，
三
間
公
司
分
別
向
一
家
日
本
和
法
國
營
造
公
司
簽
訂
委
託
建
造
的
合
約
，
預
期
在
一
九
七
二
年
底
完
成
葵
涌
貨
櫃
碼
頭
。
在
葵
涌
碼
頭
尚
未
能
完
全
使
用
之
前
，
香
港
各
碼
頭
倉
庫
公
6司
正
傾
全
力
處
理
貨
櫃
,
例
如
當
時
九
龍
碼
頭
倉
庫
公
司
與
北
角
碼
頭
公
司
即
曾
先
後
擴
建
鄗
的
貨
櫃
碼
頭
和
裝
卸
設
備
,
以
外
,
香
港
黃
埔
碼
頭
公
司
除
承
辦
普
通
貨
物
及
貨
船
貨
物
之
裝
卸
業
務
外
,
並
替
□
間
貨
櫃
運
輸
公
司
裝
卸
貨
櫃
船
。
由
於
貨
櫃
運
輸
的
發
展
,
貨
櫃
製
造
業
亦
弸
之
興
起
。
此
即
青
衣
島
的
國
際
貨
櫃
公
司
。
該
公
司
於
一
九
七
○
年
開
業
,
製
造
符
合
國
際
水
準
的
貨
櫃
,
並
取
得
倫
敦
勞
氏
驗
船
勃
會
的
認
可
。
一
九
七
二
年
底
及
一
九
七
三
年
初
,
葵
涌
三
個
船
席
分
別
達
成
,
成
為
香
港
貨
櫃
發
展
歷
史
之
里
程
碑
。
一
九
七
三
年
間
,
貨
櫃
運
輸
發
展
汎
述
,
本
港
所
處
理
的
貨
7櫃
數
目
日
漸
上
升
，
全
港
出
口
貨
物
以
貨
櫃
運
輸
者
達
百
分
之
六
十
以
上
。
貨
櫃
運
輸
公
司
之
操
作
一
個
貨
櫃
船
席
或
貨
物
轉
運
站
大
致
可
分
為
碼
頭
，
貨
物
集
散
站
，
儲
存
場
等
部
份
，
每
一
部
份
都
不
可
或
缺
。
以
貨
櫃
運
輸
貨
物
，
大
致
有
以
下
四
種
方
法
一
整
庫
整
交
─
─
貨
櫃
在
付
貨
人
或
廠
商
所
在
地
裝
箱
，
由
公
路
或
鐵
路
運
往
貨
櫃
轉
運
總
站
，
裝
船
五
目
的
地
轉
運
站
，
然
後
再
由
公
路
或
鐵
路
運
往
收
貨
人
。
8二
整
儎
散
文
─
─
貨
櫃
室
付
貨
人
或
廠
商
所
在
地
裝
箱
，
運
往
貨
櫃
轉
運
總
站
或
內
陸
集
中
站
，
然
後
將
貨
櫃
打
開
，
再
以
普
通
送
貨
方
法
將
貨
送
交
一
個
以
上
的
收
貨
人
。
三
散
儎
整
文
─
─
多
批
小
量
貨
物
以
普
通
方
法
送
往
出
口
貨
櫃
轉
運
站
，
裝
滿
一
個
貨
櫃
後
，
運
往
收
貨
人
所
在
地
。
四
散
儎
散
文
─
─
小
量
多
批
貨
物
以
普
通
方
法
運
往
出
口
貨
櫃
轉
運
總
站
，
裝
入
貨
櫃
，
然
後
運
往
進
口
地
的
貨
櫃
總
站
，
再
開
箱
將
貨
物
取
出
送
交
各
收
貨
人
。
在
上
列
四
種
分
送
方
法
中
，
為
□
前
面
兩
種
，
則
付
貨
人
可
先
向
船
公
司
借
取
貨
櫃
，
裝
滿
後
將
貨
櫃
送
至
貨
物
轉
運
站
的
儲
9存
場
中
。
為
居
散
儎
，
則
先
將
貨
物
送
至
轉
運
站
之
集
散
站
內
，
然
後
由
船
公
司
職
員
加
以
週
詳
計
劃
，
裝
入
貨
櫃
，
再
運
至
儲
存
場
中
。
在
貨
櫃
裝
貨
時
，
必
須
記
住
每
一
貨
櫃
事
實
上
等
於
一
個
貨
艙
。
貨
物
裝
箱
時
不
得
混
亂
，
每
一
口
岸
卸
落
的
貨
物
應
各
裝
入
一
個
貨
櫃
，
並
應
盡
可
能
將
同
一
收
入
的
貨
物
裝
入
一
個
貨
櫃
內
。
同
時
，
並
須
符
合
所
有
的
裝
貨
條
件
：
貨
櫃
中
重
量
要
均
勻
分
佈
，
底
部
貨
物
應
重
，
混
置
貨
物
的
互
相
配
合
，
以
及
貨
物
安
全
等
等
。
貨
物
裝
入
貨
櫃
後
，
即
由
集
散
站
職
員
加
以
封
鎖
，
然
後
再
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通
告
貨
物
轉
運
站
的
設
備
控
制
部
門
，
派
發
車
頭
司
機
，
將
貨
櫃
拖
至
儲
存
場
中
，
根
據
該
詞
所
採
用
之
堆
置
方
法
，
將
貨
櫃
堆
置
起
來
，
等
候
裝
船
。
當
貨
櫃
船
未
到
港
之
先
，
海
運
操
仍
部
門
即
須
利
用
其
它
港
口
所
寄
來
文
件
─
諸
為
每
一
船
艙
之
裝
儎
位
置
圖
STO
W
AG
E
PLA
N
。
儎
貨
單
(CAKGO
M
A
N
IFESTS)
，
及
貨
櫃
儎
貨
單
等
─
編
製
一
份
新
的
船
艙
裝
儎
位
置
圖
，
出
口
的
貨
櫃
即
依
照
此
圖
表
網
船
。
為
方
便
船
邊
工
人
的
操
作
，
該
部
門
職
員
須
依
據
貨
櫃
的
位
置
及
貨
櫃
起
重
機
操
作
之
次
序
，
委
成
另
一
份
文
件
；
操
作
之
序
表
。
當
貨
櫃
船
舶
岸
後
，
裝
卸
操
作
便
依
照
操
作
次
序
表
開
始
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通
常
一
個
貨
櫃
碼
頭
裝
設
有
二
座
貨
櫃
起
重
機
，
同
時
負
責
裝
卸
工
作
。
入
口
的
貨
櫃
立
即
被
拖
離
船
邊
，
然
後
堆
置
在
儲
存
場
上
的
適
當
的
地
方
。
當
裝
卸
操
作
完
成
後
，
船
公
司
便
會
再
次
通
知
收
貨
人
至
該
公
司
之
轉
運
站
收
取
貨
物
。
收
貨
之
方
法
根
據
承
運
方
法
而
定
：
即
虔
儎
或
整
儎
。
為
為
散
儎
，
收
貨
人
可
到
集
散
站
取
貨
，
為
為
整
儎
，
則
收
貨
人
須
向
貨
車
公
司
或
船
公
司
租
借
車
頭
，
將
貨
櫃
運
至
自
己
的
廠
房
或
貨
倉
卸
貨
。
貨
櫃
運
輸
之
影
響
12
香
港
不
像
擁
有
廣
大
腹
地
的
國
家
一
樣
，
可
以
從
貨
櫃
運
輸
直
接
獲
得
各
種
利
益
。
但
無
論
為
何
，
貨
櫃
運
輸
對
於
船
公
司
以
及
付
貨
人
與
收
貨
人
，
均
有
一
定
的
好
處
。
就
船
公
司
言
，
它
們
可
以
享
有
較
低
的
每
立
方
呎
成
本
，
較
有
彈
性
的
裝
卸
操
作
；
較
依
時
的
班
次
；
較
準
確
的
貨
物
處
理
，
以
及
較
有
不
受
傷
勞
動
成
本
增
加
所
影
響
。
至
於
收
貨
人
或
付
貨
人
，
則
可
以
分
享
以
下
的
利
益
：
一
運
費
與
內
地
運
輸
費
用
穩
定
二
減
少
貨
物
運
輸
的
時
間
三
減
少
貨
物
的
盜
竊
，
損
壞
，
或
損
失
。
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（
四
）
減
少
貨
物
的
存
倉
與
分
標
工
作
（
五
）
收
到
待
運
的
儎
紙
（
六
）
保
險
的
利
益
貨
櫃
運
輸
雖
然
有
共
其
利
益
，
但
在
發
展
過
程
中
亦
有
不
少
困
難
：
一
駁
艇
和
蔓
船
行
業
面
臨
淘
汰
，
引
起
該
行
業
工
人
失
業
的
問
題
。二
文
通
阻
塞
在
香
港
已
居
嚴
重
問
題
，
再
加
上
貨
櫃
車
在
市
上
行
駛
，
使
交
通
問
題
愈
發
嚴
重
。
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三
由
於
貨
櫃
運
輸
，
使
用
更
多
的
自
動
設
備
，
無
形
中
增
加
了
碼
頭
和
貨
倉
工
人
的
失
業
，
但
同
時
亦
增
加
中
級
管
理
人
員
和
技
術
人
員
的
需
要
。
四
在
貿
櫃
運
輸
途
中
，
貿
易
損
壞
或
失
竊
的
賠
償
責
任
應
當
誰
□
。
五
銀
行
遭
遇
到
艙
面
裝
載
貨
櫃
的
問
題
，
因
為
船
公
司
發
出
的
儎
紙
並
未
有
指
出
貨
櫃
究
竟
在
艙
面
抑
或
艙
底
。
六
利
用
貨
櫃
運
輸
的
貨
物
劇
增
，
形
成
貨
櫃
缺
乏
。
結
論
13
根
據
上
述
困
難
，
作
者
提
出
若
干
可
行
的
建
議
，
作
為
本
論
文
的
結
論
。
一
對
船
公
司
或
轉
運
站
管
理
公
司
之
建
議
：
（
Ａ
）
電
腦
化
：
應
利
用
電
腦
來
加
強
文
件
處
理
及
設
備
控
制
與
管
理
。
（
Ｂ
）
應
用
較
大
的
船
隻
，
由
於
香
港
出
入
口
數
量
大
增
，
大
型
貨
櫃
船
隻
可
減
低
成
本
。
（
Ｃ
）
公
平
的
勞
工
措
施
：
採
行
提
早
退
休
，
並
適
當
處
理
工
人
失
業
問
題
。
船
公
司
更
可
與
政
府
勞
工
處
合
作
，
幫
助
工
人
轉
業
。
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一
船
公
司
的
結
合
：
船
公
司
可
聯
合
（
或
共
同
）
應
用
船
席
或
轉
運
站
，
籍
以
減
低
成
本
。
（
Ｅ
）
長
期
計
劃
以
應
付
貨
櫃
短
缺
，
船
公
司
可
分
散
購
置
或
租
賃
貨
櫃
，
以
求
獲
得
更
可
靠
的
貨
櫃
供
應
。
（
二
）
對
政
府
之
建
議
（
Ａ
）
政
府
應
撥
出
更
多
的
官
地
，
作
為
興
建
新
式
貿
櫃
貨
倉
之
用
，
使
葵
涌
貿
櫃
碼
頭
之
發
展
更
趨
完
善
。
（
Ｂ
）
建
造
及
改
建
廠
房
，
使
貨
櫃
車
能
在
廠
房
內
裝
卸
貨
物
。
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（Ｃ）
供
應
更
多
的
公
共
貨
櫃
轉
運
站
，
以
方
便
小
船
公
司
。
（
Ｄ
）
建
造
更
多
天
橋
及
道
路
，
以
方
便
貨
櫃
車
在
市
區
內
行
走
。
同
時
，
建
造
葵
涌
與
沙
田
間
鐵
路
，
方
便
將
來
本
港
與
中
國
大
陸
間
之
陸
上
運
輸
。
（
Ｅ
）
海
事
處
應
多
從
事
運
輸
研
究
，
增
加
處
理
貨
物
裝
卸
和
管
理
的
效
率
，
並
作
為
船
公
司
及
收
付
貨
伕
之
參
考
。
（
完
）


